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PREP^ACE.

T the urgent request of many students and teachers, a synopsis of a few

lectures on drawing, delivered by the author, in Teachers' Institutes and

in the Toronto Model and Normal Schools, is here presented in book form, with

a view of supplying the information necessary to teach thoroughly and system-

atically the subjects of drawing outlined in the Public School Drawing Course.

In the Drawing Manual will be found explanations of the full scope of the

exercises contained in the Public School Drawing Course. The numerous dia-

grams, white on black, seen on each of the nineteen plates in Part I., will be

invaluable to teachers and students, both in private study and in their prepara-

tion for blackboard drawing in the school room.

Part I. Coxtains :

—

1. Directions as to position of pupil, pencil and drawing book.

2. Directions for drawing lines in different positions.

3. Explanations of the principles involved and of the definitions employed

in design and model drawing.

•i. ^lethod of teaching drawing
; («) from printed copies, (h) to dictation, (c)

from models.

5. Methods of teaching design
;
(a) by analysis, (6) by synthesis.

6. Methods of teaching
;
(a) conventionalization of plant forms, (b) original

design, (r) working dra\ving, (r/) shading.

7. Many examination problems in dictation, design, mechanical drawing,

model dramng and memory drawing, types of those given at different times to

the students in the Public and High Schools, Art and Provincial Model and

Normal Schools in the Province of Ontario.

Part II. Contains :

—

(a) The exercises in each of the six books of the Public School Drawing

Course, in the form of problems, with their dictation and hints as to the succes-

sive stages in drawing them.

(h) Suggestive problems to be drawn on alternate fields in Drawing Book, or

on Blank Paper, at the option of the teacher.



h OKNBRAIv DIRKCTIONS.

I

—

Position of Body, Arms, Hands, Pencil and Book.

Body.—The pupil should face the desk, with both shoulders at the same height, with

body straight and slightly inclined forward, but not bent over to bring the eyes too near

the work. The body should be far enough from the desk to admit of a free movement of

the arm in any direction.

Right Hand.—The right hand should be perpendicular, or nearly so, to the line being

drawn.

Left Ann.—The left arm should rest on the desk, so that the hand may be used to re-

fer to the printed copies, or to adjust and keep the paper at rest, on which the drawings are

being made.

Pencil.—An "H. B." pencil, cut to a medium point, is the best. It should be held

with an easy grasp between the first and second fingers and the thumb, very slightly bent.

The third and fourth fingers should be turned in towards the palm of the hand a trifle more

than the others. A pencil if less than four inches long should be used with a holder. The

point of the pencil should not be moistened by the pupil.

Book.—The book should be placed with its edges parallel with those of the desk, and

far enough from its lower edge to allow the forearm to rest upon it. The book may be

moved slightly, to the left or right, upwards or downwards, to bring the work more nearly

in front of the pupil, or to accommodate it to the hand. Do not change position of book or

paper to draw lines in different directions, but change the position of hand, arm and pencil

if necessary.

II.

—

Movement in Deawing Horizontal, Vebtical, Oblique and Curved Line.s.

Horizontal Lines.—(ct) Horizontal lines are drawn from left to right.

In drawing short horizontal lines, the motion is performed mainly by the wrist, the fin-

gers aiding slightly. In drawing horizontal lines of medium length, the muscular part of the

forearm is placed on the lower edge of the desk, and the line is drawn by moving the hand

and arm to the right, the only other rest being a slight support on the outer sides of the ends

of the third and fourth fingers.

Long horizontal lines may be drawn by two or more movements used in drawing short

horizontal lines, or the arm support may be omitted, and the hand turned over slightly to

the right, and then made to slide on the outer sides of the ends of the third and fourth fin-

gers.

Vertical Lines.—Vertical lines are drawn downwards.

Short vertical lioes are drawn by straightening the pencil fingers to extend the point of

the pencil to the upper end of the line ; the fingers are then gradually closed towards the

palm of the hand, the wrist being kept stationary, the line being drawn by the movement of

the fingers and thumb only.

Long vertical lines may be drawn by two or more movements used in drawing short ver-

tical lines ; or by placing the hand so that the pencil shall be perpendicular to the line to be

drawn,—then with the arm near the body, and free from contact with anything, the line is

drawn by sliding the hand towards the body on the backs of the second, third and fourth

fingers.



Slanting Lines.—AH slant lines, which are nearer horizontal than vertical are usually-

drawn from left to right.

All slant lines nearer vertical than horizontal are drawn from above downwards.

In drawing left slant lines, the right side ot the body may be turned .slightly toward the

desk, the arm and elbow well away from the body, the hand and pencil perpendicular to the

line to be drawn ; the line is then drawn downwards with the assistance of the fingers and

wrist together.

Curved Lines.—In drawing curved lines the hand and pencil should be held in that

position in which they can be most easily drawn.

III.

—

Where to Begin to Draw the Exercises.

As far as convenient, work from above downwards, and from left to right, .so that the

lines drawn may not be covered or rubbed by the hand.

The aim of the "Public School Drawing Course " is to put the pupil in the way of

helping himself, rather than to make him the mere imitator of another.

The exercises are not intended to be merely copied. They are to be used as a means by

which to acquire some skill in the use of the pencil ; to develop and quicken the powers of

observation ; to educate the taste, and to foster a love for the beautiful ; to acquaint the

pupil with the elements of design, free-hand, mechanical, and model drawing, and thus pre-

pare him to meet the wants of a practical life.

The exercises are to be enlarged on the blackboard, or on drawing paper, to dictation,

from memory, or from the object.

The pupils should be encouraged to make original designs, suitable for borders, orna-

ments, centre-pieces, panels, carpet and tile patterns, etc., also to make working drawings

and perspective drawings from familiar objects, and to sketch easy landscapes.

It is presumed that in each class the teacher will see that the exercises are neatly and

accurately drawn, and that the subjects are made clear to the comprehension of the pupil by

the use of suitable models and blackboard illustrations, so as to vary and supplement the

exercises in every department.

Apparatus.—in every school there should be

(a) A set of models and objects adapted to the development of ideas of form in primary

classes.

(6) A set of models and objects to be used in teaching the sabjects of constructive and

model drawing, shading, etc., in the more advanced classes.



DEFINITION OF TEI^MS EMPIiOVED.

I.

—

Surface :

1. .Surface is the outside of anything.

2. Plane surface is an even flat surface.

3. Curved surface is a surface that curves or bends.

4. Convex surface is a surface that curves like the outside of a ball.

, 5. Concave surface is a svxrface that curves like the inside of a hollow ball.

II.—Edoe :

1. Edge is where two surfaces meet, or the limit of a surface.

2. Straight edge is one that does not change its direction—where two plane faces meet.

3. Curved edge is one that changes its direction—where plane face aud curved face meet.

4. Straight edge is represented by a straight line.

5. Curved edge is represented by a curved line.

6. End of an edge or line is represented by a dot.

III.—Point:

/ 1. Point is place or position.

/ 2. Centre is the middle place or position.

I 3. Left is position on left side of a given place or point.

1 4. Right is position on right side of a given place or point.

5. Above is position over a given place or point.

0. Below is position under a given place or point.

IV.

—

Line (Direction) :

^ 1. Line is length.

.^ 2. Straight line is one that .does not change its direction.

^' 3. Curved line is one which gradually changes its direction.

4. Dotted line is composed of small dots in a row.

5. Dot-and-dash line is composed of short straight lines and dots in alternation.

6. Waved line is composed of united reverse curves,

•^ 7. Continuous line is a line unbroken.

S. Discontinuous line is composed of short straight lines not united.

•* 9. Intersection of lines is the point where they cross each other,

v.—Drawixo Lixes :

" 1. Vertical lines are drawn from above downwards—from the upper to the lower end.

(2). Horizontal lines from left to right. (3). Oblique lines, as a rule, from above

downwards. (4). Circles are drawn with one sweep of the pencil either from the

lower or upper end of the imaginary vertical diameter, holding the pencil from

left to right all the time.

2. In drawing straight lines, hold the pencil at right angles to the line to be drawn,

3. All guide lines, construction lines and sketch lines should be drawn in very light

line. When a sketch line is incorrect do not erase it, 1)ut draw another, correct-

ingjytve^ault. When satisfied Avith the accuracy of the sketch, erase the incor-

rect lines and strengthen the outline in fine dark, or in broad, soft gray lines, as

the case may require.
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4. It is good practice for beginners frequently to trace the lines in a copy by a very

light continuous movement befoi-e drawing the exercise in tlie space allotted.

VI.

—

Position of Line :

/ 1. Vertical line is an upright line, one that does not lean.

' 2. Horizontal line is a level line.

3 Oblique line is one that is neither upright nor level. Left ol)li(jue leans to left of

vertical ; right oblique leans to right of vertical.

VII. —Relation of Lines as to Position:

/ 1. Perpendicular line is one that forms a right angle with a given line.

J

f 2. Parallel lines are lines that are equally distant from each other in every point.

V 3. Inclined lines are lines that do not form Si^uare corners or right angles witli tlie line

they meet.

VIII.—Drvisiox OF Lines :

y I. Bisect a line means to di\'ide it (or mark it off) into two equal parts.

( 2. Trisect a line means to divdde it into three equal parts.

^ 3. Quadrisect a line means to divide it into four equal parts.

IX.—Angles (Kinds of):

/ 1. Angle is the portion of space lying l)etween two lines or two surfaces, meeting in a

common point.

2. Right angle is a square corner, or an angle of 90 degrees.

/ 3. Acute angle is an angle less than a right angle.

/ 4. Obtuse angle is an angle greater than a right angle.

V5.
Sides of an angle are the lines which meet to form the angle or corner.

6. Vertex of an angle is the point where the sides of the angle meet.

7, Bisect, trisect and quadrisect a right angle, means to divide it into two, three or

four equal parts.

X.

—

Triangles (Kinds of) :

1 . Triangle is a plane surface, bounded by three straight lines. \

, ? 2. Right angled triangle has one right angle. K Classified

I 3. Acute angled triangle has three acute angles. las to angles.

4. Obtuse angled triangle has one obtuse angle. J

5. Equilateral triangle has three equal sides. •^ %

6. Isosceles triangle has only two sides equal. | - Classified

7. Scalene triangle has no two equal sides. I as to sides.

8. Sides of a triangle are the lines which bound it. J

9. Base of a triangle is the side on which the triangle rests, is supposed to stand.

10. Apex of a triangle is the point of a triangle opposite the base, or base produced.

11. Altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular distance from 6a.s-e, or base produced,

to apex.

XL

—

Four Sided Figures :

'' L Square is a plane surface, wliieh lias four square corners or right angles, and four

i ecjual sides.

i 2. Diagonal of a square is the straight line joining its opposite corners.

I
3. Diameter of a stjuare is a straight line joining the middle of the opposite sides.

V4.

Centre of a square is where (the intersection of) the diagonals or diameters cross

each other.

5. Serai-diagonal is half the diagonal.
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6. Semi-diameter is half the diameter.

7. Rhombus is a phiue surface, which lias four equal straight sides and two obtuse

angles and two acute angles.

8. Oblong is a plane surface, which has four right angles and four straight sides ; its

opposite sides only, are equal ; its length is greater than its breadth.

9. Altitude of an oblong is the perpendicular distance between its opposite sides.

10. Rhomboid is a plane surface, which has two obtuse and two acute angles and four

straight sides ; its opposite sides only, are equal ; its length is greater than its

breadth.

XII.

—

Curved Figures :

1.:- Circle is a plane surface, bounded by a curved line equally distant from a point

within it called the centre.

2. Circumference of a circle is the curved line which bounds (surrounds) it.

3. Centre of a circle is a point within a circle equally distant from every part of the

circumference.

4. Radius of a circle is a straight line drawn from the centre to the circumference.

5. Diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through the centre of the circle to

opposite points in the circumference.

6. Semi-diameter is half the diameter.

7. Semicircle is half a circle.

8. Quadrant is a quarter of a circle.

9. Base or chord of a curve is a straight line joining the ends of the curve.

10. Altitude of a curve is the greatest perpendicular distance between the l)ase and

the curve.

11. Concentric circles are circles which have the same centre.

12. Circle is inscribed in a square when its circumference touches each side of the square.

XITI.

—

Ellipse :

1. Ellipse is a plane surface, bounded by a compound curve, or bounded by a curved

line struck from two points within, called the foci.

2. Long diameter of an ellipse is called the transverse of major diameter.

3. Short diameter of an ellipse is called the conjugate or minor diameter.

4. Each diameter divides the ellipse into twoeijual and similar parts.

5. Foci of an ellipse are two points within the ellipse, from which the combined

length of any two straight lines drawn to any point in the circumference is e(jnal

to the long diameter.

6. The foci (or two centres of an ellipse already drawn) may be found by drawing

from the ends of the short diameter two oblique lines (one on either side) to the

long diameter—each of these lines having the length of half the long diameter.

Where the two oblique lines touch, the long diameter will be the two foci or

centres of the ellipse.

XIV.—Oval :

1. Oval is a plane surface, shaped like an egg, and bounded partly by a simple curve

and partly by a compound curve.

2. Oval cannot be regularly constructed like the curve of a circle or of an ellipse.

3. The long diameter of an oval divides it into two equal and similar parts.

XV.

—

Curves (Kinds of) :

1
1. Simple curve is one which changes its direction regularly, and if continued it

would form a circle. It is a curve struck from one centre.i'
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Coinponiifl curve is a curve wliioli olianges its direction more in some parts than

in others, and if continued it wouhl ench)sea space, hut not a circlf.

3. 8ul)tle curve is one in which the proportions of its different parts are ditlioult to

determine.

^f i4. Reverse curve is one which curves in opposite directions—from left to riglit or

from right to left. It may be simple or compound.

—^ 5. Ogee curve is a reverse curve, in which the two segments are alike, and united
^' without any sudden change of direction in the curve.

6. Modifications of the reverse curve may he made in either of two ways ; (1 ) by chang-

ing the division of the base line
; (2) by modifying the curvature of the separate

segments by changing position and length of al titude of each segment.

7. Reverse curve may have the character of an arc of a circle, of an ellipse, or of an

oval. The reverse curve, to be beautiful, must change its direction graduallj',

and sliould be dra^vn with one continued motion.

•^ 8. Abstract curve is one which forms no part of the outline of a figui'e, or when com-

pleted, it does not enclose a space. It may be circular, elliptical, or ovoid in its

cliaracter.

9. Elliptical curve is part of the circumference of an ellipse.

10. Ovoid curve is part of the circumference of an oval.

'11. A circular curve is part of the circumference of a circle,

12. A spiral is a curve made by the revolution of a point about a centre, its distance

from the centre (pole) increasing continually. The first coil of the spiral is called

the eye. The spirals are sometimes called scrolls—the wave scroll is a series of

connected spirals frequently seen in border patterns, etc.

13. There are two varieties of spirals, viz., the variable and the equable. In the

variable spiral, the space between the diffei'ent spirals, or coils, increases (varies)

from the centre outwards ; for example : a cord unwound from a truncated cone,

the top of the frustum being the eye. In the equable spiral the space between

the coils is the same throughout ; for example : a cord unwound from a cylinder,

the end of the cylinder being the eye.

XVI.

—

Definitions in Design:

LA design is any ornament or construction used for decorative purposes.

2. Applied design is a design for a particular decorative and constructive purpose.

3. A unit of design is any form for repetition in the design or pattern ; or it may be

the material used in clothing or covering the main lines.

4. A simple unit of design may be modified in four different M'ays. (1) By a change

of outline. (2) By a change of the place of its greatest width. (3) By a change

of proportions. (4) By superficial ornamentation or details.

5. A unit of design may be repeated in four different ways. (1) Horizontally for

horizontal border. (2) Vertically for a vertical border. (3) Both horizontally

and vertically to cover a surface. (4) Around a centre to make a rosette, or

radial design.

•i- 6. Repetition is the recurrence of the same form or unit of design, Avliether jdaced in

a row or about a centre.

"^ 7. Symmetry is the proper arrangement of the units, forming a design complete in

itself.

>-ji8. Axis of symmetry is the line which divides the geometric form or unit of design

into two equal and similar parts.
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9. Bi-symnietrical design is a synimetrical arrangement in which one-half is tlie exact

reverse of the other.

10. A balanced design (symmetrical in value hut not hi-synimetrical), is one in which

there is about as much material on one side of the axis as on the other.

11. Alternation in design is the recurrence of two dissimilar units of design, in regular

succession.

12. Counter-change is one kind of alternation in which the unit of design is such a

shape that the space between the units has the exact form of the units inverted.

13. Moulding is a band or border used for ornamenting cornices, etc.

Vjl 14. Fret or key border is one composed of a series of angles, usually right angles,

formed of single lines or bands, either separate, united, or interlaced.

15. Radiation—radial arrangement—is a term given to an ornamental form, whose

parts diverge, spring or radiate from a common centre, like the parts of a fan.

"^16. Rosette is a radiating ornament, having the general form of a rose.

'sit^n. Trefoil is a form consisting of three arches or foliations ; symbol of the Trinity.

*^18. Quatrefoil is a figure consisting of four arches or foliations ; symbol of the four

Evangelists.

^ 19. Cinquefoil is a figure consisting of five arches or foliations.

.20. Interlacing is the intertwining of bands or lines, which pass alternately over and

under each other—interlacement.

21. Mosaic is a species of inlaid work, in the form of blocks.

^1^,^. Conventionalized leaves are leaves bearing a general resemblance to natural leaves,

more or less of the details, such as veins, serrations, etc. , being omitted.

s«i23. Guilloche is an ornament formed of two or more curving bands, which intertwine

or interlace with each other.

24. Antefix is an upright block, cut in ornamental form, used as a decoration on the

top of a cornice or under the eaves of a roof.

25. Finial is a terminal ornament. The fleur-de-lis is sometimes used as a finial on

iron work, as on the top of iron gates, vanes, etc.

26. Proportion of lines is the relation of lines as to length.

•V.J^7. Overlying forms are outlines resting upon other outlines.

"».,428. Overlying forms should be sketched in full outline, after which the invisible or un-

derlying parts should be erased and the overlying parts strengthened.

4^ 29. The interlacing bands or forms should be sketched in full outline, after which the

invisible or underlying parts should be erased and the overlying parts strength-

ened.

• 30. Secant union of straight and curved lines is when the curved lines, if continued,

would cross the straight lines.

^ 31. Tangential union of straight and curved lines is when the curved lines, if con-

tinued, would not cross the straight line.

32. Field. That portion of auy surface to be occupied by the design.

33. Main Lines. The framework or skeleton of a design.

34. Units. The material used in clothing or covering the main lines.

35. Conventionalization. The representation of natural forms in such a way as to

preserve tlieir leading features—unimportant or minor details being omitted.

36. Growth. In design, is a proper observance of the arrangement and relation of

parts, according to the principles of growth, as seen in nature.

37. Growing Point. The source of growth.

38. Distribution. An orderly disposition of the units in the field of the design.
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GEOMETRIC SOLIDS.

Dekinitions.

A Solid. A magnitude having length, breadth and tliickness.

Sphere. A solid Ijounded b}' one curved surface, every part of which is equidistant from

its centre. Hemisphere. Half a sphere.

Spheroid. A solid nearly spherical in form. Spheroids are oblate when flattened at the

poles, like the earth ; or prolate when extended at the poles, like a turtle's egg.

Ellipsoid. A solid formed by the revolution of an ellipse upon its axis.

Ovoid. A solid having the form of an egg. A solid formed by the revolution of an oval

upon its axis.

Prism. A solid whose ends are similar, equal and parallel, and whose sides are oblongs.

Cube. A solid bounded by six equal square faces.

Square Prism. A prism whose ends are squares.

Square Plinth. A very short square prism ; a rectangular section of a cube.

Triangular Prism. A solid whose ends are triangles.

Pentagonal Prism. A solid whose ends are pentagons.

Hexagonal Prism. A solid whose ends are hexagons.

Octagonal Prism. A solid whose ends are octagons.

Pyramid. A solid having one base bounded by any number of straiglit lines, and having

tlie same numl^er of triangular faces with a common vertex.

Triangular Psrramid. A pyramid whose base is a triangle.

Square Pyramid. A pyramid wliose base is a square.

Pentagonal Pyramid. A pyiamid whose base is a pentagon.

Hexagonal Pyramid. A pyramid whose base is a hexagon.

Octagonal Pyramid. A pyramid whose base is an octagon.

Cylinder. A solid formed by the revoliition of an oblong upon one of its diameters. Cir-

cular Plinth is a very short cylinder.

Cone. A solid formed by the revolution of a right angled triangle upon its altitude.

Frustum. That part of a cone or pyramid which remains when the top part is cut off l)y

a plane parallel with its base.

WORKING DRAWINGS.

Drawings which represent facts of form are working drawings. Drawings from which

objects may be accurately made or constructed. In making a working drawing the-eye is

supposed to be opposite each part of the object represented.

Single View. When the drawing of one view of the object gives all the facts of form, as

in the case of a cube.

Combined Views. When the drawings of two or more views are necessary t* give all the

facts of form, as in the case of a spool ; a book, the Latin cross.

Projection. The delineation of forms upon a plane placed, in imagination, between the eye

and the object, or beyond the oljject.

<^ Plan. A top view.

^^ iElevation. A side view.

Section. A cut through a solid ; to show the construction of the interior.

Drawing to a Scale. Reducing or enlarging the dimensions of an object according to

Borne fixed prcjportion.
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Shade Lines. Lines representing the lower and right-hand edge of a solid are often drawn
heavier than other lines to give rdkf to the drawing. These lines are called shade-lines.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING.

Drawings which represent objects as they appear, when seen from a fixed point, are

called perspective drawings.

Picture Plane. An imaginary transparent plane between tlie eye and tlie object, upon
wliich the picture of the object is supposed to be drawn.

Ground. That upon which the object rests.

Horizon. A line drawn upon the picture plane on a level with the eye.

Parallel. An object is said to be parallel when its principal edge has the same direction

as the picture plane.

Angular. An object is said to be at an angle when its principal edge makes an angle with

the picture plane. An object may form any angle witli the picture plane. 45", 50° and
60° are common.

Foreshortening. The apparent decrease in size of some part of an object when seen

obli(|uely.

Retreating. Going away from the eye or from the picture plane.

Vanishing Point. A point to which retreating parallel lines appear to converge.

Proportional Measurement. Obtaining the proportions of distant objects by means of a

pencil or sinular implement held at right angles to the visual ray.

Measurement of Angles. Obtaining the apparent magnitude of an angle formed by two
edges.

Mass. (general shape, regardless of detail.

Blocking-in Lines. Sketched lines limiting an object or group of objects to a definite field.

How TO Teach Drawixg :

—

I.—by a careful study of appropriate models of wire, wood, paper, etc., used as type-

forms, and by suitaljle questions, teach, when required, the idea and definitions of :

(a) Surface—kinds of surfaces, plane and curved.

(b) Positions of edges—vertical, horizontal, oblique, perpendicular, parallel, inclined.

('•) Angles—right, acute and obtuse angles.

{(l) Triangles—kinds of triangles ; classified as to angles ; as to sides.

(e) Quadrilaterals—square, oblong, rhombus, rhomboid.

(/) Multilaterals—pentagon, hexagon, octagon, etc.

(fj) The terms rectilinear, curvilinear and recti-curvilinear as applied to forms.

n.—Teach class to draw :

—

(a) From Friuted Copies in drawing books or from cards, by analysing the construc-

tion, classifying the forms and illustrating on the blackboard just where to begin

the exercise with advantage, and how to make the drawing, step by step—class

doing the same exercise on slate or paper. Class should now reproduce or copy

the exercise neatly and thoughtfully in the space allotted for it in the drawing

book, the teacher in the meantime giving the individual aid required.

(b) To Dictation—The teacher should sketch on the blackboard several exercises in

the presence of the class to his own dictation, all terms used being explained,

followed by reasons elicited from the pupils for the successive stages. The
sketches should now be removed and the class should draw the same exercises to

the teacher's dictation, step by step, followed by class criticism and corrections
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under tlie supervision of the leachoi- ; llic te;u-lici- or one or imno )ni])il repro-

ducing tiie work on tlie board.

Lastly, the chiss, witiiout the slightest interrui)tion, should draw exercise to the

teacher's dictation.

(c) From Modi /s or Objects—Lead the class by handling the models or objects place<l

in different positions, and by suitable questions, to observe :

1. the facts of form, viz. : the shape and proportions, also the number of drawings

necessarj' to express these facts of form when geometrically considered.

2. The sliape, appearance and proportions when perspectively considered.

3. Teach how to represent these facts of form whether in outline drawings, working

drawings or perspective drawings.

4. Teach how to dispose the lines of shade and shadow.

III.—Teach design (1) by Analysis, (2) by Synthesis :
—

1. By AiiaJy'ii'<—A design being placed on the board by the teacher in the absence

of the pupils, the class may be led Ijy suitable questions, to discover :

(a) The enclosing figure.

[h) The construction lines and fields of the plan.

(r) The unit.

(d) The centre-piece and corner-piece.

(c) The fillings, the teacher sketching each of these parts successively on the Ixjard,

near the design being analysed.

2 By Synthesis—The same design may be re-constructed, the class suggesting the

different stages, subject to the teacher's approval.

Original design maybe taught somewhat as follows :

—

(a) By leading the class to suggest how the enclosing figure, the centre-piece, the

corner-piece, the units and the details may be modified in shape, proportions and

superficial ornamentation.

{b) By leading the class to suggest different combinations of the prepared material,

the design in the mean time being built up, step by step, under the careful super-

vision of the teacher.

(c) By placing a design upon the board, not to be copied, but to be modified in part

or in whole by the ingenuity of the individual pupils.

(d) By placing the whole of the material on the board and requiring the class to use

it in the construction of a design.

(e) By requiring the class to constiuct original designs, supplying their own material.

(./") I^y allowing a few of the pupils to copy their design on the blackboard, subject

to class criticism, the class or the teacher suggesting different ways of enriching

the pattern or renderiBg it more artistic and pleasing.

tV.—Teach the Conventionalization of (a) Leaves and (h) Flowers :

—

(a) Leaves—Study the natural forms of several typical leaves, then sketch in straitjht

line :

\. The midrib.

2. The general outline of the blade and its leading veins. *

3. The lobes.

4. Add the curves to the lobes ami veins if necessary, omitting such details of

growth as may not be required.

(6) Flowers (Top View)—Study the forms of several typical flowers, then sketch :

L A circle as an enclosing figure.

2. Divide it into the number of equal parts or fields corresponding to the number of

petals in the flower.
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3. Adapt the flower to the plan.

4. Secure the petals by a suitable centre-piece.

Note.—The Designs in the public school drawing course are given for the following

purposes :

—

I.

—

As models to he copied, reduced or enlarged by freehand, or by mechanical aids (trans-

fer) at the pleasure of the teacher.

II.—As models to he studied, suggesting:

—

1. The construction of the geometric plan and of the units to be adapted to this plan.

2. The diiTerent methods of combination, arrangement and of repetition of the

units of the pattern.

3. The various ways of producing variety in design, whether it be :

(a) By a change in the outline of the unit or in its proportions.

(h) By the addition of superficial details to the forms of the design.

(c) By the introduction of fillings (forms) placed on ground of design not occupied by

the units of the pattern.

(rf) By a contrast of colors (or the separation of forms), by different colors, as black,

white, light and dark grey.

III.—As models, not to he copied, hut, if possible, excelled, the pupils making original de-

signs for themselves by new combinations or arrangements of the material supplied,

or by the use of forms based upon those given, and by a different style of finish.

Note.—The Examples in Model Drawing in the Public School drawing course are

given for the following purposes :

—

I.—As model drawings to be copied, reduced or enlarged by freehand—their proportions to

be retained.

II.—As models to be studied, suggesting :

—

(a) The methods of representation of one or more views of an object, to express the

facts of form without any perspective effect, such as are required for working

drawings.

(6) The methods of representation of objects as they are seen, whether in horizontal,

angular or oblique perspective.

III.—As models to be imitated, and, if possible, excelled—new forms (such as designs for

vases, cups, bowls, etc.), to be drawn, having different proportions or details, or both.
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DEPARTMENTAL EXAMIXATIONS IN DKA^YING.

Values.

13

13

13

13

HIGH SCHOOL, ENTRANCE EXAMINATION, J.S90.

1. Draw a tea-cup and saucer as seen when placed below the level of the

eye, the cup to have a handle and to stand in the saucer.

2. Sketch a square (side to be not less than three inches long). Sketch its

diameters. Join the ends of the diameters, forming a second S(|uare. Bisect

each half of the left side of the first square. From these two points of bisection

draw lines to the centre of the squares. Draw similar lines from the other sides

of the first square. Strengthen the corners of both squares and the lines drawn
from the points of bisection.

3. Draw a common table in perspective.

4. Draw a side elevation of a bridge (three inches long), supported by a

" king post truss."

13

13

13

13

DRAWING FOR HIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCE, 1891

Values. '

1. Draw a side view (no perspective required) of a house ; in the side place 4

windows and 1 door ; roof not to be drawn ; side of house a square ; size of

drawing 3 inches to a side ; each window J of an inch long and | of an inch

wide ; door 1| of an inch high and h of an inch wide.

2. Draw a common pail (a) above the line of sight, {b) below the line of sight.

3. Draw a circle 3 inches in diameter ; divnde its circumference into eight

equal parts : and connect by straight lines each point of division with the two

nearest points of division. What is the name of the figure thus formed ?

4. Draw a pair of scissors, half open, four inches in lengtl\.

Values.

DRAWING FOR HIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCE, 1892.

1. Draw an axe, with the handle leaning against a wall, the figure to be six

inches in height.

2. Draw a table lamp, five inches in height.

3. Draw the wheel of a wagon with sixteen spokes, drawing to be three

inches in <liameter.

4. Draw a trunk three feet long, twenty inches wide, and twenty inches high,

with the lid partly open ; size of drawing one-half inch to a foot.

5. Draw two oblique lines, one inch apart and five inches in length ; divide

each into five equal parts ;
join each point of division of the one line -\vith the

three nearest points of division of the other.
. , • i

6. Draw a watering-can, below tlie line of sight, two inches in heightA.

88
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ART SCHOOL EXAMINATION, PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, 1889.

time—oxe horr axd a half.

Gekeral Instruotioxs.

Each square of the paper furnished is intended for one problem. Drawing instruments

must be used, i.nd all construction lines required in working out the examples must
be allowed to remain. Neatness and accuracy of drawing will be taken into account.

1. On a horizontal line 2" long, construct a square, and within it inscribe the largest

equilateral triangle it will contain. What is the magnitude of each of the angles in the

other contained triangles ?

2. On a line 2" long construct a regular pentagon, by a special method, and within it

inscribe an equilateral triangle.

3. Constru-^t an equilateral triangle of which the height shall be 2". Within it

inscribe three equal circles that shall be tangent to each other and each tangent to two sides

of the triangle.

4. Construct an isosceles triangle of 2" base, having a verticle angle of 40*.

5. Draw a circle of 1" radius, which will touch both lines of an angle ot 40".

6. The semidiameters of an elliptical arch are U" and 1" respectively. Draw the arch

and show the construction of the ellipse.

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

TIME—ONE AND A HALK HOUR.

1. Construct a square of 2" side and about it another one having the diagonals of the

first for its diameters.

2. Within a circle, 3" in diameter, construct a triangle having its sides as 2, 3, 4.

3. Within a circle, 3" in diameter, draw eight equal circles, each one touching two
others and the containing circle.

Use a practical method for dividing the circle.

4. On a line, 2" long, construct an isosceles triangle, having a vertical angle of 45°,

and within it inscribe a circle.
" 5. By any practical method construct an ellipse whose major and minor axes are 2" and

3^" respectively.

6. Explain construction of problem .").

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, 189L

^^^ll

10

10

lo

25

20

20

TIME—ONE AND A HALF HOUR.

1. Draw a horizontal line two inches long, and at one end erect a perpen-

dicular ; afterwards trisect the angle enclosed by these two lines.

2 Draw a line 2h inches long, and from one end of it draw another line

same length making an angle of 30° with the first ; from the end of this second

line let fall a perpendicular on the first line.

3. Construct a triangle having its sides 2i, 2, and U inches respectively.

In this triangle inscribe a circle. Also describe a circle about this triangle.

4. Draw a line 3" long and divide it into three unequal parts in the propor-

tion of 2, 3 and 5. Afterwards find the mean proportional between the first

division and the remaining part of the line.

5. On a line 2" long construct an equilateral triangle, a square, and a

hexagon.
6. Draw a circle 2 inches diameter, and by a special method mscnbe a

pentagon.
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PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, 1892.

^";lllles.

15

15

15

15

20

20

TIME—ONE AND A HALF HolKS.

1. Draw a circle through three points, not in a straight line.

2. In an angle of 45 degrees inscribe a circle of one inch radius, which
shall touch the sides of the angle.

3. On a line, 2 inches in length, construct, bj' a special method, a regular

octagon.
4. Upon a diagonal, 4 inches in length, construct a square, and trisect one

of the angles formed by the diagonal.

5. In an equihiteral triangle, of which the base is 3 inches, inscribe three
equal circles, each toucliing two sides and two circles.

6. Show general method of inscribing, in a circle, a regular polygon, of

any number of sides.

ART SCHOOL EXAMINATION, DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, 1890.

time—two hours.

General Instructioxs.

Candidates will please read carefully the whole paper before commencing work. Drawing
instruments to be used. Two sheets of paper are supplied. All construction lines

must be shown.
1. Construct a regular octagon of f inch side, and an equilateral triangle of equal area.

2. Construct a regular pentagon of one inch and a half side, and a square of etjual area.

3. In a circle of 3" diameter inscribe a regular pentagon, and construct a right-angled

triangle equal in area to the pentagon.
4. Show the development of a triangular pyramid the edges of which are three and two

inches respectively.

5. A Greek Cross, 3" high and 1" thick ; has the axis of the shaft inclined at an angle

of 75*^ to the horizontal plane, and the vertical plane containing it inclined at an angle of

30" to vertical plane of proj-ction. Show horizonal and vertical projections.

6. A hexagonal pyramid, edges Ih x 3", Ij'ing on one of its triangular faces, has its axis

in a vertical plane forming an angle of 4.i'^ with the vertical plane of projection. Draw the

plan and elevation of the pyramid and show the true sliape of a section made by a plane
parallel to two edges of Ijase passing through the centre of axis at an angle of 45*^ to axis.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, ISOL

Values.

10
20

15

15

15

time—T\\ O "HOURS.

A.
VLANE (JEOMETRY.

1. Construct a triangle, base 2", altitude 2^", vertical angle 40*^.

2. Construct an icosceles triangle having a vertical angle of 45'-', and con-

taining an area of Sh scjuare inches.

3. In a quadrant having 1 h inch radius, inscribe a ci. cle.

B.

SOLID (;eometkv.

4. Draw a cube having 1^ inches edge. Show a line representing the trtie

length of its diagonal.

5. Draw plan and elevation of a cone resting vertically on the ground, base

2 inches diameter, axis 3^ inches. Show the true shape of section when cut by a

vertical plane parallel to the axis and -\" away from it.

(i. Show by projection and geometrical construction, plan and elevation of

a skeleton cube, mateiial I thick, outside edges of cube .3", when one face is

inclined to the horizontal plane at an angle of 60", the other faces being un-
equally inclined to the vertical plane.
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DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, 1S92.

TIME—TWO HOrRS.

Values.

10

15

20

A.

I'LAXE GEOMETRY.

1. Given a triangle whose sides are (i, 4, 7, construct a similar one having
an area of 5 '.

2. Construct an ellipse whose diameters are 5
" and 2", by the method you

consider gives the most perfect form. Erect three lines perpendicular to the
periphery 1 apart.

3. A point 3" above a horizontal line is the centre of a circle 5
" diameter.

Describe this circle and a second one of 2" diameter which shall touch the first

circle and the horizontal line.

B.

SOLID c;eo:metry.

4. A line 2h" long is the diagonal of a cube. Construct the cube (a) stand-
ing on the ground with face receding at 45*^, (6) standing on the ground with
one edge lying on the X Y line.

5. Give plan and elevation of a pentagonal pyramid, the edges of whose
base are 1^" and whose heiglit is 3". The pyramid rests with one face on the
ground, and one edge of base recedes towards the left at an angle of 30° with
vertical plane. Give also development of this pyramid.

I 6. A cube stands with one corner on the ground and one diagonal vertical

j

The plan of this cube forms a regular hexagon of 1 V' side, and two sides of the
figure are at right angles with the line of intersection. Construct the elevation

I of this cube and state in figures tlie true length ?f the edges of the cube.

ART SCHOOL ELEMENTARY PERSPECTR^E,

TIME ONE IloIR AND A HAL>

CEXERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

The sheet of drawing paper is divided so as to afford room for two pi'oblems on each side.

Instruments must be used and all working lines allowed to remain. Read problems
over carefully before commencing work.

Height 5'. Distance 7'. Scale |"=r.
1. Place in perspective a cross, 4 feet high, with shaft 1 foot scpare, and arms 1 foot

below the top of shaft, each arm projecting horizontally' 1 foot. The cross stands upright,
touching the picture plane. The front edge of the base is parallel witli the picture plane,
and its nearest corner touches the ground line 4 feet to left of the spectator.

2. Place in perspective a pyramid, 4 feet high, with square base 3 feet to a side. The
pj'ramid stands upright upon the ground plane with the front edge of its base parallel with
the picture plane, its nearest corner being 5 feet to the right of the spectator and 3 feet

within.

Use the same perspective plan as in Prob. 1.

3. Place in perspective a cylinder, 2 feet in diameter and 6 feet long. The cylinder
lies upon the ground plane, with its axis at right angles to the picture plane. The
nearest point of the cylinder touching llie ground line is just 4 feet to the left of the spec-

tato • and 2 feet within.

Height, distance and scale as in Prob. 1.

4. Place in perspective a cylinder 4 feet long aud 3 feet in diameter. The cylinder

stands upright upon the ground plane, the nearest point of its base touching the picture
plane 4 feet to the riglit of tlio spectator.

Use the same jjcrspectivc plan as in Prob. 3.
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ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE.

TIME OXE HOUR AND A HALF.

Height 4' 6". Distance 7'. Scale h"= 1'.

1. Place in perspective a block 4' square, 2' thick. The block lies upon the ffround

plane, the nearest corner being 2' to the left and 3' within the picture plane.

2. Place in perspective a cone 5' high and base 4' in diameter. The cone rests on the

ffround plane with centre of base 3' to tlie right and 3' within.

Use the same perspective plan as in Prob. 1.

3. Place in perspective a hexagonal prism 9' long, edges of ends being 2'. The prism

lies upon one of its faces, its axis being parallel with^Mje of direction a,nd 3' to the left. The
near end of prism touches the picture plane.

Height, distance and scale as in Prob. 1.

4. Place in perspective a cylinder 4' long, 2' in diameter. The cylinder stands upright

upon the ground plane, the nearest point of its base touching tlie picture plane 4' to the right

of the spectator.

Use the same perspective plan as in Prob. 3.

ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE.

TIME OXE HOUR AND A HALF.

Height 5 ft. Distance 14 ft. Scale 1/48 or l" to 1 ft.

1. Place in perspective a hexagonal pyramid, (>' high, of 2' sides of base, standing on

ground plane. The centre of its base is 4 ft. in the picture and 2' to the left. Two edges

of the base are parallel to the picture plane. A square slab of 6" thick is pierced through

its centre by this pyramid and rests in a horizontal position upon it at a level of two feet

from the ground ; its longer edges are at equal angles with the picture plane and its nearest

angle touches it. [<^0]

2. Place in perspective a cubica', box of 4 ft. edge, whose nearest upright edge touches

tlie picture plane 4' to the right, and the four edges vanishing to the left at an angle of 45\

The lid is hinged on its upper left receding edge in fiont and is opened 45° with the upper

right receding edge. t'-^]

3. Place in perspective an equilateral triangular pyramid of 4' side and 7' high, stand-

ing upright on its base, its side farthest from the picture plane being parallel to it, and the

nearest angle 8' to the right and r 6" wathin the picture.
_

[20]

4. Place in perspective a cylindrical column, 8' high, 3' diameter, standing upright on

a square plinth of 3' edge and 1' thick, surmounted by another square plinth of same dimen-

sions. All are concentric. The nearest corner of each plinth touches picture plane 4' to

left ; the nearest face of either plinth is perpendicular to ground plane and vanishes to the

right at an angle of 4.1" to the picture plane. ["-25]

XoTE.— The valncs attached to questions are shoioi in hraclcets.

ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE.

TIME OXE HOUR AXD A HALF.

Height ly. Distance 4'. Scale 1"=!'.

1. Draw in perspective a slab of stone 2'x3'x6" on ground plane, largest faces horizontal

2* edges parallel to picture plane, nearest corner 1' to the left and 6" from picture plane.

This has in it, centrally placed, an opening 1x2', the edges of which are parallel to corres-

ponding edges of slab.



Height, distance and scale same as in problem 1.

2. A grindstone, 2' in diameter, 3" thick, lies on the ground plane, touching picture

plane H' to the right. In the centre is an opening 3" square, two sides of which are paral-

lel to picture plane. Show the stone.

Height 6'. Distance 15'. Scale 1/48.

3. A box 4'xo'x8', stands on ground plans with its end parallel to picture plane, and
nearest comer 3' to the left and 2' from picture plane. Make a drawing of the box when
the lid, hinged on left Hand edge, is open at an angle of 45^ with top of box.

Height, distance and scale same as in problem 3.

4. Four timbers, 2'x2'xf) ", stand upright on ground plane with the centre of the base of

each coinciding with a corner of a square of 6' side (the centre of which is 6' to the right and
6' from picture plane, and two sides of which are parallel to picture plane,) and with two
sides of each parallel to picture plane. These four timbers support two others, 2'2'x8',

placed across them with their axes parallel to picture plane. Sliow the group.

ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE.

TIME ONE HOUR .\XD A HALF.

Height I'd". Distance 3'. Scale l"=r.
1. Show, in perspective, a Greek Cross, 3' high and 1' thick, lying on the ground with

its axis perpendicular to P. P. The centre of the nearest face is 3" to the left and 6" back.

Height 5'. Distance 10'. Scale 1/48.

2. Show, in perspective a pyramid base, 8' square, being parallel to P.P. at a distance

from it of IC, axis being perpendicular to P.P. and near end 2' to the right, and 2' back.

Two edges of base are horizontal and one of tlitm is in the ground plane.

Height 8'. Distance 25'. Scale 1/96.

3. A plinth, 16'xl6'x4', lies on the ground with its nearest face parallel to P. P., left

hand comer being 8' to the left and 4' back. It supports a pyramid—base lO'xlO', axis 10'

—placed centrally upon it with edges of base parallel and perpendicular to P.P. Show the

two objects in perspective.

Height 6'. Distance 24'. Scale ^"=1'.

4. Two plinths, 20'x20'x2', placed horizontally and having their front faces parallel to

P.P., are sepai-ated by 4 pillars, 3x3x12', jjlaced vertically at the comers with vertical

faces of pillars parallel in coi-responding faces of plinths. The centre of base of lower

plinth is 2' to the left and 10' back. Show the group in perspective.

^'alues.

20

.30

25

ELEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE.

TIME ONE Ilorii ANU A UAl.V.

Height, 5 ft. Distance, 12 ft. Scale, i in. to 1 ft.

1. Place in perspective three steps, each being 6 ft. long, 1 ft. \vide, and

1 ft. high. The front edges of the steps are parallel to picture plane, the near-

est corner being 4 ft. to left and 1 ft. within.

2. Place in perspective the frustrum of a pyramid, 5 ft. square at base, 3 ft.

square at top, and 3 ft. high. '1 wo sides of the base are parallel to picture

plane, the nearest corner being 3 ft. to left and I ft. within. Centrally placed

on the top of the shaft is a hall 3 ft. in diameter.

3. Place in perspective a circular slab of stone, 6 ft. in diameter and 6 in.

thick, pierced centrally with an opening 3 ft. square. The circumference of the

slab touches picture plane 5 ft. to the right.

4. Place in perspective a regular hexagonal prism, 9 ft. long ; edges of base

2 ft. The prism rest.s on one of its faces, its end touching the picture plane

and the axis being 8 ft. to the right.
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ART 8CH00L, ADVANCED PERSPECTIVE, LScSf).

TI.MK—TWO HOrRS.

General Instructions.

Instruments must be used and working lines allowed to remain. Read problems carefullj

before commencing work. Two sheets of paper are supplied.

In Problem 3, to obtain position of horizontal line, diaw a vertical line across paj>er 65
inches from left hand edge and select C. V. 2j" from left hand end of this line.

Heights', Distance IS', Scale ^"=1'.

1. A square pyramid, base 7', altitude 7', is supported by four vertical posts, 1' scjuare

and 8' high, one at each corner so that outer surfaces of posts coincide with edges of base of

pyramid. The near corner of the nearest post is 7' to the left and 2' from picture plane,

and the edges of bases of posts and pyramid form angles with the picture plane of 40° to the

left and 50° to the right.

Height, distance and scale as in Problem 1.

2. A cross, (shaft 2' square and 10' high, arms 2'x2'x2', top of arms 2' from top of shaft,)

stands upright on ground plane, near corner of base being, 8' to the right and 4' fr<^m picture

plane, and face of cross forming an angle with the jiicture plane of 40^ retiring towards the

left.

Height 5'. Distance 16'. Scale 1/48.

3. Show the cross mentioned in problem 2, when one edge of base is on ground plane

retiring towards the left at angle of 4.5° to picture plane, near end being H' to the left and
2' from picture plane, and axis of shaft is at an angle of 40^ to ground plane, leaning away
from picture plane.

ADVANCED PERSPECTIVE, 1890.

TIME—TWO HOURS.

Height 6'. Distance 20'. Scale 1,48.

1. Two plinths, 12'xl2'xlV, placed horizontally, their edges being inclined to P.P. at

angles of 50' to the left and 40' to the right, are separated by 4 pillars 2'x2'x 12' placed verti-

callj' at the comers with their faces parallel to the corresponding faces of the plinths. The
near corners of the plinths are 5' to the left and 2' back. >Show the group in perspective.

Height 8'. Distance IG'. Scale 1/48.

2. Show, in perspective, an 8' cube which touches P. P. in a point 5' to the left and 4'

above the ground plane. Four of its edges are horizontal, inclined towards the left at an
angle of 45° to P.P., and four edges are inclined upwards towards the right at an angle of

40' to the ground plane.

3. Explain, in your own words, the following terms ami their use :—Measuring Point,

Vanishing Point, and Centre of Vision, and explain how to find vanishing points for oblique

lines.

ADVANCED PERSPECTIVE, ].S!>1,

Values.

3.1

TIME—THREE HOURS.

Height 6'. Distance 14'. Scale :i"=r.
Place in perspective

:

1. A slab, 8' long, 6' wide, 1' thick, lying on one of its larger faces, its

nearest corner touching the ground plane 4' to the right and 2' within, its four

longer edges retiring to the left at an angle of 45' within the picture plane. On
this slab is placed centrally a box, 6' long, 4' wide, 3' deep, with the longer

etlges of its base parallel with those of tlie slab. The lid of the Viox is in the

shape of a semi-circular arch, is hinged on the upper left receding edge in front,

;iiiil is opened so lluit the chord of the arched lid makes an angle of 45' with the

upper right receding edge of the end of the box.



Values.

35

15

95

2. A marble slab, 6' long, 5' wide, 1' thick, lying on one of its larger faces,

with its nearest corner 4' to the left and 1' within, and its four longer edges re-

tiring towards the left at an angle of 45" with picture plane.

On the slab is placed centrally a regular hexagonal prism, 2' edge, 1 thick,

resting on one of its oblong faces, whose longer edges are parallel with the
longer edges of the slab.

This prism is penetrated centrally by a cylinder of 2' diameter, which pro-

jects 2' from either end of the hexagonal faces of the prism. The axis of the

cylinder is horizontal and vanishes towards the right at an angle of 45° with the
picture plane.

3. A slab, 6' by 4' by 1', is standing upright on one of its ends, the nearest

corner being 6' to left and touching the picture plane, its receding edges being
perpendicufar with picture plane.

On the right face of slab, centrally placed, is a square prism of 2 base and
4' long. This prism projects toward the right with axis parallel with picture

plane, and is surmounted with a circular slab, centrally placed, 4' diameter and
r thick.

4. A slab, 6' by 4' by 2', resting on one of its shorter faces, with nearest
corner 4' to left and 2' within, four of its edges being perpendicular to the pic-

ture plane, and largest faces parallel to picture plane. Represent this slab

tilted to the left so that the edges parallel to picture plane make angles of 45'

with the ground plane.

ADVANCED PERSPECTIVE, LS92.

TIME—THREE HOrRS.

Height*)'. Distance 14'. Scale 4"— 1'.

A circle of 9' diameter lies in a plane ascending to the left at an angle of 40° from the
ground. The circle touches the ground at a point 2' to the right and 4' within picture. The
diameter which crosses the circle from this point makes an angle of 40^ with picture plane.

2. A cylinder, 8' long and 4' diameter, lies on the ground, its axis making an angle to-

wards the right of 60''. The nearest point in the visible end is 3' to the left and 2' within
picture. A line 5' long touches the cylinder 3' above the ground and 2' from the end nearest
the picture. One end is on the ground and the line makes an angle of 90° with axis of cylin-

der. Show direction of vanishing point for this line.

3. A pentagonal prism, 2' edge at its ends, and 10' long, lies with one face on the ground.
Its long edges recede towards the left at an angle of 35° with picture plane. One angle of

its nearest end touches the picture plane at a point 4' to left. Show this prism with the
nearest end elevated so that its long edges will be at an angle of 20° with the ground.

4. Three slabs, 9" thick, lie upon each other having their edges parallel and their cen-
t-es vertically above each other. The bottom one is 8' square and its nearest angle 3' M'ithin

and 4' to the left, from which point its neartst face recedes at an angle of 30° from picture ;

the second slab is 6' square and the third one is 4' square. Upon the top is placed a cube,
the edges of which are 3'.G", and the horizontal ones parallel with and e(|ui(Ustant from the
edges of the top slab. Placed centrally upon this cube is a sphere of 5' diameter. This
sphere is encircled with a belt 1' wide and 3" thick, the central line of the belt lying in a
plane ascending to tlie left at an angle of 45° with ground.

ART SCHOOL EXAMINATION, ORNAMENTAL DESIGN, 1880.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

General Instructions.

Two sheets of drawing paper are supplied, also drawings of the Convolvulus, Anemone, and
Renaissance ornaments for designs

—

not as copies. The designs may be in pencil,

monochrome, or tinted, at the option of the student.
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1. Make a drawing, from tlie examples supplied, showing the difference between tlie

natural and conventional treatment of objects for making designs.

{The above Proposition Must he Ansirerul by every student. One design only is required.)

2. Design a wreath, G in. in diameter—natural treatment of Convolulus and Anemone,
.'i. Design an equilateral triangle, (i in. in length—conventional treatment of Convolvu-

lus and Anemone.
4. Design an oval 1) inches in length—Renaissance ornament.

ORXAME^TAL DESKJN, ls90.

TIME—THREE HOIJl

(General Instructions as in 1889.)

Ttco Designs only are required.

1. Adapt either of the two examples of Renaissance decoration, following the same
curves, but using the Anemone or Convolvulus as ornament.

2. Design a trefoil (form of clover leaf) with Anemone treated conventionallj- ; the
geometric circles to form part of the design.

3. Cive a conventional sketch of any Canadian plant or shruTj from memory.
4. Two squares of 5" sides overlay each other so as to form a regular star of eight

points. Construct a radiating design to fill the space so obtained. The full sides of the
squares may be used as part of the design. j:ither of the plant forms supplied may be
adopted

ORNAMENTAL DESIGN 1S91.

TIME—THREE HurRS.

Gener.-\.l Instruction.s.

One shept of drawing paper ; also drawings of the Convolvulus, Anevmne, Maple and Bar-
berry are supplied to base designs

—

hot as copies. The designs may he in pencil,
monochrome, or tinted, at the option of the student.

Tiro debiijns only are required.

1. Design horseshoe form, 6" high, Anemone or Convolvulus, conventional treatment.
2. Design section of an ordinaiy iiower pot, 7" high, 6" broad at top, 4" broad at base ;

ornament, Convolvulus, natural treatment.
3. Design panel, 7" base, sides perpendicular 2f", from which start a curved top, formed

by a circle struck from centre of base line 4J" diameter ; ornament. Maple and Barberry,
conventional treatment.

4. Two interlaced equilateral triangles, 6" high, to be ornamented ; the angles to have
a different design from that of the centre ; ornament at option of student.

ORNAMENTAL DESIGN, 1892.

TIME—THREE HOCR^

General Instructions as in 1891.

One dcsujn only required.

1. Design BfeU form, G" high b\^ .5" base, Anemone, natural treatment.
2. Design Tablet, 12" x ,T, circular centre piece 3" diameter, with 2 tablets (separated

from centre piece by ?," blank space) 4" x 3", with the ends nearer centre following curve of

centrepiece, centre Maple, tablets Convolvulus, conventional treatment.
3. Design three circles, 3 in. diameter, interlaced ; each circle with a different orna-

ment, which is left to the option of student.
4. Design Scroll, 8" x 3", Renaissance ornament.
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ART SCHOOL EXAMINATION, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 1889.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

Gexeral Instructions.

Instruments to be used. Units of design may be repeated mechanically by means of tracing

paper. One sheet of drawing paper ; also, drawings of the Barberry, Maple, and
Renaissance ornaments are supplied for the designs

—

not as copies. The designs may
be in pencil, monochrome, or tinted, at the option of the student.

1. Design border for carpet, showing the corner, also a portion of the centre pattern

—

6 inches square—conventional treatment of Barberry.

2. Design over-mantel, 3 ft. in height, 5 ft. in width. Scale 2 in. = 1 ft. Natural treat-

ment of maple.
3. Design a cornice, also centre piece for ceiling, showing corner of cornice, 2 ft. wide,

the centre piece to be a circle 3 ft. diameter or a square of 5 ft. Scale 1 in. = 1 ft. Renais-

sance ornament.
4. Design a panel to be carved in wood, 36 in x 20 in. Scale 3 in. = 1 ft. Natural

treatment of Barberry and Maple.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 1890.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

(General Instructions as in 1889.)

One sheet of drawing paper ; also, drawings of the Anemone, Convovulus, Barberry and
Maple, are supplied to base designs

—

not as co}nes.

ONE DESIGN ONLY REQUIRED.

1. Design wrought iron stair railing, 3 steps to be given, 10" tread, riser 7", rail 2' 3"

high, 4^" apart. Scale 1" = 1'.

2. Design leg for piano or table, carved wood with brass foot. Table leg 30" high, piano

leg 24" high. Scale 2" = 1'.

3. Design bronze vase with pedestal, drawing of vase 4" in height, pedestal as space on
paper will permit.

4. Design moulded cornice, drawing to be 14" by 6", ornament Convolvulus or Maple.
5. Design glass window, circular, drawing to lie 6" in diameter, ornamental tracery or

frame to form part of the design. This may be a geometric design or based on the plant

forms given with this paper.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 1891.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

Genekal Instructions.

Instruments to be used. Units of design may be repeated mechanically by means of tracing

paper. One sheet of drawing paper ; also, drawings of the Anemone, Convovulus,
Barberry, Maple, and Renaissance ornament are supplied to base designs

—

not as

copies. The design may be in pencil, monochrome, or tinted at tiie option of the

student.

1. Design pierced wood piano front. 9" x 3", scroll ornament.
2. Design movable front panel for grate, 7" x 4", Renaissance ornament.
3. Design metal tray, 9" x 6", with corners 14" diameter struck inwards from angles, en-

graved ornament, geometrical or based on plant forms given with tliis paper.

4. Design ornamental wrought iron liinge for door, 9", to be not less than 6" in breadth

where attached to door frame ; ornament at ootion of student.



INDUSTIMAJ. I)KSI(;X, 1892.

TIME -TliriKi: HlirRS.

(General iNSTRnrioNs as is IStOl.)

OXE DESKiN' ONLY REQUIRED.

1. Design Book Cover for work on Botany, showing one side and Ijack 9" x G*, back IV'

any plant form, conventional treatment.
'2. Design Music Stool (i" liigh, the carved ornament being C'onvovulus and Barl>erry,

natural treatment.
li. Design Table Cover l.S" x 12", one-quarter only to be drawn, Renaissance ornament.
4. Design Tea-pot 7" height, Anemone or Maple, natural treatment. Pot to be melon-

shaped.

ART SCHOOL EXAMTNATIOX. ],ss9.

BLACK BOABl) AXD .MKMORV DKAWIXa

TIME—ONE AXD A IIALf' HurRS.

The drawings may be made with crayon or pencil, and each example must not be less than
about six inches in its greatest dimensions. Two drawings to be made on one side of

each sheet of brown paper supplied. Questions 5 and (i to be answered ok foolscap.

1. Draw in Freehand Perspective the following :

(a) An oblong table, end parallel to picture plane, height 3 inches, width '2h inches,

and length 6 inches. Show the end, right side and top of taVjle.

(h) A cup and saucer ; cup 4 inches high, 3 inches wide at top, other dimensions at

pleasure.

(c) A pocket knife, 4 inches, with one blade open at right angle to handle.

2. Draw a design for an ornamental border, 3 inches wide, 8 inches long.

3. (a) Draw a leaf from nature, {h) Draw the same leaf conventionalized ; size .i x G
inches.

4. State the points of resemblance, and also the points of difference between an oval

and an ellipse.

o. Describe the different kinds of triangle and polygons. Name and define the parts

of a circle.

6. Explain the meaning of " conveiifioncdized," when a])plied to practical design.

BLACKBOARD AND MEMORY DRAWINT}, 1890.

TIME—ONE AXD A HAM' IKITRS.

Sketch in outline the following :

1. An open book on an inclined plane.

2. A pitcher and a tumbler on a tray.

.3. Closed hand, palm downwards, witli index finger extended.
4. A flower-pot and saucer, with plant.

5. Illustrate, by a diagram, the points and lines used in perspective.

6. State how you would explain this diagram to a class.
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BLACKBOARD AND MEMORY DRAWING, 1891.

Vah

20
25
20
20

10

TIME—ONE AND A HALF HOURS.

Sketch in outline the following :

—

1. An Ootaliedron, with one of its faces resting on a cube.
2. A panelled door with frame : door partly open towards spectator.
3. A round table, showing top with plant in pot at centre.
4. A cottage, in perspective, front and gable ; recesses of doors and win-

dows to be drawn.
Write answers to the following questions :

0. State the reason why objects appear to diminish in size as they increase
in distance.

6. Mention three principal points to be observed in object drawing.

BLACKBOARD AND MEMORY DRAWING, 1892.

Values.

20

20
20
25

10

TIME—ONE AND A HALF HOURS.

Sketch in oxitline the following :

—

1. A trunk, with an elliptical top to lid, with handle on top, in perspective,
showing front and end.

2. An apple, with a quarter cut out, so as fo show part of core.

3. An obelisk resting on a circular base ;
give angular view of obelisk.

4. A five-barred gate with two posts
;
gate partly open away from spectator.

Write answers to the following questions :

—

5. Mention the geometrical figures which are formed by a plane passing
through a cone in various directions.

6. Explain the meaning of ^^conventionalized" when applied to industrial

J designs.

ART SCHOOL EXAMINATION.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 1890.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

General Instructions.

Candidates should read carefully the whole paper before commencing work. Instruments to
be used and the work finished neatly to scale on the sheet of drawing paper supplied.

Marks will be awarded on the following questions : f- r the kn wledge of construction shown
by the competitors ; for the fullness of informal ion given by the drawings ; for the
excellence of drawing ; for arrangement of drawings aud for lettering.

1. Make a diagram of an ordinary Queen post truss, shewing, by double lines, the num-
bers in compression, and by single lines tliose in tension. Span 40'. 0". Scale ^" to a foot.

2. Make an inside elevation of the head of an ordinary window opening, 3'. 6" wide, in
a brick wall, with a flat outside arch, and an inside wood lintel with a reliev.ng arch over it

Scale h" to a foot.

3. Draw a ground jdan of an oi-dinary fire place in a 9" wall, with breast projecting 9",

and show how the floor joists should be trinniied for i\\f hearth. Scale h" to a foot.

4. Draw an elevation of a set^mental stone arch, 4ft. span and 3ft. radius, with 7 arch
stones 1'.3" deep, and name the pai-ts. Scale V'to a foot.

5. Draw a vertical section of a piece of a wall, 1^ bricks thick, with 2J" x 4" wall plate
or bond timber, and joist 12" deep bearing on it, and prepared so that in the event of the
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joists being burned through they will not in falling act as levers to overturn the wall. .Scale

1" to a foot.

6. Draw a cross section of a piece of floor construction shewing 2" x 12" joists at Hi" cen-

tres, with herring bone bridging, deafening boarding and fillets, mortar deafening, and lath

and plaster ceiling. Extend to three joists. Scale 1" to a foot.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 1<S91.

TIME—THREE HOrRS.

1. Give a horizontal section through an English sash frame, showing a portion of the

wall in which it is set and also the arcliitrave. The fj ame is to be shown placed in a wall

one and a-half bricks tliick. Give a vertical section through the head of same showing
brick arch and lintel over frame. Scale half full size.

2. Prepare drawings showing a proper method of framing joists for a fire-place in an
ordinary house. Scale 1 foot to an inch.

3. Give a vertical section and part elevation of an ordinary 1^ x 1^ picket fence. Scale

1 foot to an incli.

4. Prepare drawings showing how brick work is laid, (a) English Bond, (b) Flemish
Bond, (r) American Bond.

5. Prepare drawings of brick arches over (a) square-headed window frame 4 feet wide,

(b) semi-circular headed window frame, 4 feet wide. Scale 1 foot to an inch.

(i. Show two metliods of scarfing timber, 10x12" in size. Scale J full size.

7. Prepare drawings sliowing a suitable method of stiffening a beam composed of two
6 X 12" pieces bolted together, having a span of 25 feet. Tlie trussing need not be done
within the depth of the beam but must not be above it.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 1892.

TIME—THREE HOURS.

1. By calculation the upper horizontal member of a wooden Howe truss is 16" in height,

17. 1" in width and 40' long. The lower horizontal member is 16" x 17.1" x 60'. Make full

detail drawings of both of these members as they should be constructed.

2. The Freehold Loan building, Toronto, is classed by the Insurance Companies as a
fire proof building. What is meant by the term? Make a full set of drawings showing a
proper flooring for a fire proof building. Scale 1"=!'.

3. A factory of several storeys in height is being built on what is commonly called the

slow burning or mill construction. The floor surface is 30' x 70 , the timbers 10" x 12
".

Make a drawing of a tranverse section through the floor. Scale ^ '= 1'.

Make full details of flooring and of the connection with the brick wall. Scale I full

size.

4. In the above mentioned factory it is found necessary to strengthen one of the floor

girders. Make a side elevation of truss (scale ;|"=r) and prepare full details, scale | full

size.

5. In a circular stone wall, the radius of the Aslilar line being 10' there is a 3' doorway
of r reveal. Make a drawing of the semi-circular arch spanning the opening, with detail

drawings of the keystone.
6. Prepare drawings showing how brick-work is laid, (i) Flemish Bond, (ii) English

Bond.



PUBLIC SCHOOL DRAWING COURSE

DRAWING BOOK—T.

Pa(;e 1.

Ex. 1.— Ou a plan, 3 hj 10, divided into squares uf one unit side, sketch a

running fret border jsattern, plaeing it on the middle row of squares, using

lines one unit long, their ends joining each other at riglit angles. Strengthen

the lines of the pattern. Add two horizontal lines, one above and the other

below the plan.

Ev. 2.— Sketch a square of 8 units side, bisect its sides ; sketch its diameter.

Ex. 3.— Sketch a square of 8 units side, quadrisect its sides. Join the points

of division by means of three upright and three horizontal lines.

Ex. Jf..—Represent two oblong pieces of caixl board, each 2 by 8 units, placed

centrally—one in a horizontal, the other in a vertical position—the latter

overlying the former. Half-tint their surfaces with lines drawn in the direc-

tion of their length.

Page 2.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 3 by 10 units, divided into squares of one unit side, sketch

a running fret border pattern, placing it in the middle row of squares, using

horizontal and right slant lines. Add the border lines and strengthen the

lines of the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a square of 8 units side and divide it into squares of 1 unit

side. Reject the 3°, 4°, 5" and 6° squares in the outer horizontal and verti-

cal rows of stiuares, and also the 4° and 5° squares in the next inner row.

Strengthen the lines of pattern.

Ex. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2. For a centre-piece, sketch a square of 2 units side,

having its corners one diagonal from the centre of the pattern.

Ex. 4-—Place symmetrically about a square of 2 units side, four pieces of card

board, eacli 1 by 8 units ; two of these pieces are vertical and two are

horizontal, and so situated that the inner edge of each touches one side of

the square. Represent the two horizontal pieces as overlying the other two.

Page 3.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 3 l>y 10 units, divided into squares of one unit side, sketcli

a ] (order pattern V)y repeating on the inner row of squares a unit composed,

of an oblique ci'oss, whose lines are each one diagonal long. Add the border

lines.

101
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Ex. 2.—Sketch the 3r(l exercise on page 2. Arrange symmeti'ically about

the centre of the pattern four straight lines, each 2 units long.

Ex. 3.—Repeat the previous exercise, omitting the balanced lines. Place

synimetrically about the centre of the pattern four isosceles triangles.

Ex. ^.—Repeat Ex. 4, page 2, placing the two vertical pieces over the two

horizontal ones.

Page 4.

Ex. 1.—Sketch a plan, 3 by 10 units, and divide it into squares of mic unit

side. Sketch a border pattern by repeating on the middle row of scjuares,

a unit composed of an oblique ci-oss whose lines are each two-space di-

agonals long, i.e., the diagonal of an oblong 1 by 2 units.

Ex. ^. — Repeat the 3rd Ex., page 2, and modify it by the arrangement of dots

placed symmetrically about the centre of the pattern. Inscribe a square

within the centre piece, and half-tint its surface by horizontal lines.

E.x. J.— Repeat the previous exei-eise, and modify it by the symmetrical

arrangement of dots, angles, triangles or other forms, at the pleasure of the

pupil, subject to the approval of the teacher,

Ex. Jf.— Repeat exercise 4, page 3. Place the left vertical piece over, and the

right vertical piece under, the two horizontal pieces.

Page 5.

Ex. 1—Sketch an oblong 4 by 10 units, and divide it into S(|uares of one unit

side. On the two inner rows of squares, sketch a running fret pattern, using

lines 1 and 2 units long, placed in vertical and horizontal positions alter-

nately.

E.X,. 2.—On the ruled paper, mark the corners of a square of 8 units side.

Mark its centre by a dot. Place synnnetrically about the centre four

straight lines, each 8 units long, each 3 units from the centre, two of them

upright and the other two horizontal ; also four lines, each 4 units long,

each one unit from the centre, two of them xipright and two horizontal.

Sketch a square with its corners four units from centre of the containing

square.

Ex. o. —Repeat previous exercise. Then arrange symmetrically or balance

eight right angles, four with corners four diagonals from centre of pattern,

and four with corners two diagonals from centre of pattern.

Ex. Jf.—On the ruled paper, maik the corners of an oblong door, 6 by 8 units,

composed of six upright boards, eacli one unit wide ; two horizontal cletes

each one unit wide, each placed one unit from ends of door, and a right

slant brace one unit wide placed between the cletes to strengthen the door

and to keep it from sagging. Half-tint tlie bojn-ds, cletes and brace by

lines drawn in the direction of the length of each.
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Page 6.

Ex. 1.—On the Diiddle row of squares of a plan, 3 by 10 units, diviiled into

squares of 1 unit side, sketch a border pattern by repeating horizontally a

y-shaped unit with the stem one unit long, placed horizontally, its two

branches terminating in the corners of the next square to the right of the

stem. Add the border lines.

^./•. 2.—Mark the upper left corner of a square of 8 units side. Sketch its

left and lower sides. Mark the upper right corner of the square ; sketch

the upper and right sides. Remember this order in drawing a square, as it

.affords excellent practice in the manipulation of the pencil. Within this

inscribe a square. Sketch a concentric square with its corners one diagonal

from the centre of the enclosing square. Balance four right angles, with

arms 2 units long and vertex of each, on a corner of the enclosing square.

Strengthen lines of pattern.

E.I'. S. — Repeat the last exercise. Arrange symmetrically au^out the centre of

the enclosing fonn, four straight lines, 8 units long, each 2 units from cen-

tre of the pattern, two of the lines being upright and two horizontal.

Ex. Jf.—Mark the corners of an oblong, 6 by 8 units, representing the outside

measurements of a door, composed of six upright boards, each one unit wide.

This door has two horizontal rails, each one unit wide, each placed one unit

from ends of door. Half-tint the boards and iviils with lines drawn in the

direction of their length.

Pa<;e 7.

Ej:. 1.—On an oblong plan, 3 by 10 units, divided into squares of one unit

side, sketch a border pattern by repeating horizontally on the middle row

of squaies a y-shapp.d unit with its stem 2 units long, its two branches end-

ing in the corner of the next little square to the right of the stem. From
the right end of each branch draw a horizontal line two units long. The

unit should be sketched on the board by the teacher and its adaptation to

the plan indicated.

Ex. 2.— Sketch a square of 8 units side on the ruled or checkered paper.

Within it inscribe a square ; also sketch a concentric square with its corners

two diagonals from centre of plan. Balance four squares of 2 units side

with inner corner of each, two diagonals from centre of plan. Sketch the

diagonals of the square just balanced. Line-in the pattern.

Ex. 3.— Repeat the last exercise. Sketch a concentric square with corners

one diagonal from centre of pattern. Place centrally a small circle within

each of the squares of 2 units side.

Ex. Jf.—Draw a side view of a door 6 by 10 units, resting on one of its longer

edges, composed of six boards, each one unit wide, secured by two rails, each

one unit wide, placed one unit from ends of door.
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P.un.: 8.

F.x. 1.—On the two inner rows of squai'cs oi ;i plan, 1 Ijy 10 units, sketch a

running fret border pattern, composed of right slant lines, two-spaco di-

agonals long, and horizontal lines, one unit long. Strengthen lines of pat-

tern and add the stripes at upper and lower edges of plan.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a square of 8 units side, and within it inscribe a square.

Sketch two concentric squares, one with its coiners 3 diagonals and the

other with its corners one diagonal, innn the centre of the containing squares,

and produce the sides of these two sc^uares one unit both ways. Sketch a

concentrie square with its corners 2 units from centre of the pattern.

Ex. 3.—Repeat last exercise and place symmetrically eight right angles of one

unit side, looking inwards, with vertex of each of the tii-st four on corners

of the containing square ; and the vertex of each of the others, two diagonals

from the centre of the pattern.

Ex. 4-— ^lake a drawing of the upright view of a gate, 6 by 8 units, com-

posed of six upright boards, one unit wide ; two rails and a left slant brace,

each one unit wide.

Page 9.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 4 by 10, sketch a border pattern by repeating on the two

inner rows of the plan, a rhomboid-form bounded by lines respectively 1 unit

and 2 diagonals long. Place the units of the pattern in right slant position

and one space apart. Sketch the unit on the board and, if necessary, show

its adjustment to the plan.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a square of 8 units side on the ruled paper. Balance four

right angles looking outwards, each with arms 2 units long and vertex one

diagonal from centre of plan. Balance four right angles looking inwards,

each with arms one diagonal long
;
place vertex 4 units from centre of plan.

Sketch a square with its corners 2 diagonals from centre of plan, and pro-

duce its sides both ways 2 units. Strengthen lines of pattern.

Ex. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2. Then arrange symmetrically four right angles, each

looking inward, with arms 2 units long, and with vertex on corner of plan.

Ex. Jf. —Make a drawing of an upright view of a slate-frame 6 by 8 outside

measurements. Material of frame one unit wide, the end pieces being mor-

tised into the side pieces.

Page 10.

Ex. i.— Sketch apian, 4 by 10, and divide it into squares of one unit side.

On the two inner rows of squares, one unit apart, repeat the unit of the

pattern placed on the board by the teacher.

Ex. 2.—On the ruled paper sketch a square of 8 units side, and within it in-

scribe a square. Sketch a concentric scjuare with each of its corners 2

diagonals from centre of plan, and 2:)roduce each of its sides 2 units each way.

In producing these lines, first mark their ends; then work from left to right

and from above downwards.
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Ex. S.—Repeat lasc exercise. Complete the squares in the corners of the enclos-

ing square. Sketch a square with corners, one diagonal from centre of

plan.

Ex. 4. —Two pieces of card l)oard, each 6 by 2 diagonals, are placed centrally

and at right angles to each other, one in right slant and the other in left

slant position. The right slant piece overlies the left slant piece.

Note.—Every exercise should be copied in the field below, just once ; and

then repeated and modified by the addition of details, to be suggested or ap-

proved l)y teacher.

Pac;k 11.

Ex. 1.—tSketch a plan 4 by 10. On the two inner rows of squares, one unit

apart, repeat the unit of the pattern placed on the board. Join the units

(jf the pattern by a horizontal line 2 units long.

Ex. 2.—Copy the pattern and repeat it in the space below, with details, either

added or taken therefrom.

Ex. 3.—Copy the pattern and repeat it below, with some of its details omitted.

Ex. Jf.—Copy the exercise and repeat it below, with a different interlacement

of the four pieces

Pa(;e 12.

Ex. 1.— Sketch a plan, 4 by 10 units, and divide it into squares of 1 unit side.

On the two inner rows of squares, one unit apart, repeat the units of the

pattern placed on the board by the teacher. Finish the border. Repeat

the pattern below and modify it in the way suggested by the teacher.

Ex. 2.—Copy the pattern and repeat it below with some modification.

Ex. S.—Copy the pattern and repeat it below, modified by the addition or

omission of some detail.

Ex Jf.—Copy the drawing of the envelope. Make a drawing from an envelope

in the space below, reversing its j^osition.

Page 13.

Ex. 1.—Copy the border pattern. Repeat it below, reversing the position of

the unit of the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Copy tlie pattern and repeat it with some added detail.

Ex. 3.—Copy the pattern and rej^eat it, omitting some detail.

Ex. 4.—Copy the drawing of the envelope. Make a drawing from an envelope

in a different position.

Page 14.

Ex. 1.—Copy the border pattern and repeat it below, omitting the lowest

horizontal line which joins the units of the pattern together.

Ex. 2.—Copy the pattern. Repeat it below with added details.

Ex. 3.—Copy the pattern. Rep(\'it it below with the addition or omission of

details.
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Ejl'. Jf.—Copy tlie drawing of the side view of tw(j oblong books, secured by a

strap. In the space below make a drawing of a side view of two or three

of your own books, secured by a strap or by two straps.

Page 15.

Ex. 1.— Copy the border pattern. Repeat it below with added details, viz.,

three stripes or bands above or below the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Copy the pattern. Repeat it below with the symmetrical arrange-

ment of several small circles.

Ex. 3.—Copy the pattern. Repeat it below, using straight lines, dots and

small circles, for added details or fillings.

Ex. Jf.—Copy the drawing of the side view of two })o«jks secured by two straps.

In the space below make a drawing of two or more of your own book.s, se-

cui'ed by two straps.

"?AGE 16.

Ex. 1.—Copy the border pattern and repeat it in the space below, omitting

some of its details. The unit of the pattern should be placed on the Black

Board for analysis as to position and length of lines.

Ex. 2 and 3.—Copy these patterns. Repeat each with modifications, half'

tinting the squares in the corners and adding details to the upright cross.

Ex. Jf..—Copy the drawings of the side view of the paper box. In the space

below, make drawings of the side or end view of a box of different dimen.

sions.

Page 17.

Ex. 1.—Copy exercises 1, 2, 3, and repeat each below, with modifications.

Ex. Jf.—Copy the side ^dew of the paper box. In the space below make a

drawing of the side or end view of any box at hand.

Page 18.

Ex. 1.—Place the unit of the pattern on a Black Board and lead the class by

suitable questions to suggest the successive stages in the construction of the

border.

Copy Ex. 1, 2, 3. Repeat them below with modifications. Half-tint with

right slant lines the ground of the pattern.

Ex. Jf..—Make drawings of the side view of several spools.

Page 19.

Ex. 1.—The designs should be first analyzed into (1) the enclosing figure, (2)

the plan, (3) the unit to be repeated, (4) the superficial ornamentation. Then

repeat the designs in the space below, with added details.

Ex. Jf —Make drawings of the end or side view of any spool at hand.

Page 20.

Ex. 1. -Copy the patterns 1, 2 and 3. Repeat them below with modifications

subject to the teacher's approval.
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Ex. Jf.—Copy the upright view of the window frame,—the successive stages in

drawing it, having been previously discussed with the class. In the space

below make drawings of upright view of a slate.

Page 21.

Ex. 1.—Lead the class to discover the unit of the pattern or the forms arran-

ged symmetrically. Then they may copy the exercises 1, 2, 3, and repeat

them below with added details, introducing half-tint.

Ex. 4-— Study the proportions of the frame, the sill and the panes.

Hints :—Sketch (1) the sill, (2) outer edge of frame, (3) inner edge of frame,

(4) bars between panes.

Page 22.

Ex. 1.—Lead class to observe that the unit of the pattern is rotated from

above downwards. Copy exercises 1, 2 and 3, and repeat them below with

additions, omissions or half-tint.

E.I-. 4-—Copy the drawing of side \'iew of house. In the space below copy it

again, adding doors and windows.

Page 23.

Ex. 1.—Copy exercises 1, 2, 3. Repeat them below with modifications, sub-

ject to teacher's approval.

Ex. 4 —Treat as Ex. 4, page 22.

Page 24.

Ex. 1. — Construction of the riband border pattern to be fully explained to

class before it is copied. Study the illustration given.

Ex. Jf.—Make a drawing of the upright view of a slate, placed before the class,

as suggested by the copy. In the space below, make drawings of the slate

placed in different positions.

DRAWING BOOK II.—UNITS FROM \ TO \ INCH.
Page 1.

Ex. 1.—Teacher should sketch a plan 5 by 10, and divide it into squares of

one unit side. Sketch the unit of the pattern on the board and show class

how to adapt it to the plan. Class copy exercise in drawing book.

(a) Class repeat the exercise in the field below, and modify it by sketch-

ing a similar unit, a trifle within the first one. Finish the pattern by

adding the border lines above and below the plan.

Ex. 2.—Fill a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of 1 unit side, with

a nidial design, using for a centre piece a square of 2 units side, and for a

repeating unit, on the diameters of plan, a kite-shaped figure 2 units wide

at a point 3 units from the centre of plan.
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(a) Class it'peat llie iialtcni in the space below, and iiiuclify it by placing

synuuetrically ou tlie diagonals, tour right angles of one unit side

(looking inwards), witli vertex 3 diagonals from centre of plan ; and

four circles of one unit diameter with centre of each two diagonals

from centre of plan.

Ex. 3.—Fill a square of 8 units side, divided into squares of 1 unit side,

with a pattern composed of overlying foi-ms, centrally placed from above

downwards in the following order :—A square of 1 unit side, a square of

2 units side, a four-pointed star with points of rays 3 units from centre on

diameters of plan, the kite-shaped unit having its greatest width 2 units at

a point on tlie diameters 3 units from centre of plan.

\(,) Class repeat the pattern in the space below, and modify it by using

for synnnetrical arrangement on the diagonals, a circle 1 unit diam-

eter, and, for corner pieces, a triangle having the inner side curved away

from the centre of plan, or of any other shape suggested or approved

by teacher.

Ex. 4-—Using models of chalk, putty, clay or wood from which to obtain the

facts of form, make a drawing of the upright view of a square prism of 2

units base and 8 units high, placed centrally upon a square plinth of 4 units

side and 2 units thick.

{a) Class repeat the exercise in the space below, and represent the prism

as composed of 4 equal square l)locks, centrally placed, one upon tlie

other.

Hints : Sketch the axis, and on it mark height of parts ; sketch the neces-

sai-y horizontals, and on these, mark width of parts. Complete tlie outline

of the object.

(A) Make drawings of side view of a group of two or more objects, the

height or width of one being given, the jiroportions of the others to be

determined at sight or by proportional measurement.

Page 2.

E.r. 1.—Sketch a plan 5 by 10, and divide it into squares of one unit side
;

sketch the unit of the pattern, and show class how to adapt the unit to

the plan. Class do the exercise in books.

(«) Class copy exercise and modify it by repeating a small circle on the

axis of the plan between the units of the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Fill a square of 8 units side with a pattern composed of overlying

forms centrally placed in the order following, from above downward :—

A

square of 2 units side, a four-pointed star with outer points of rays touching

ends of diameters of plan, a stjuare of 4 units side. For corner pieces, use

the bracket-shaped forms given, or those designed and sketched on the board

by the teacher.
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(a) Rejaeat Ex., and iiiddity it l)y jilaciiiL; in syimnctiv f<»ur sinal] cin-lps

on diagonals of })lan, ])et\\rcii the coiner }>ie(cs ami tin' coiners of llio

larger scjuare of the pattern.

Ex. ^j.—Fill a S(|uare of 8 units side, divided into squares of one unit side,

with a pattern coni})osed of overlying forms, centrally placed from above

downwards in the order following :—A four-jjointed star with rays on di-

ameters of plan, a s(|uare of 4 units side, an o1)lii|ue cross with arms one

diagonal wide, teiminating in a right angle, one diagonal from corner of en-

closing square.

(ii) Class I'ejDeat Ex. Join the re-entrant angles of the star by oblique

lines, and place four small circles synnnetrically on the visible surface

of the square of the pattern, and four straight lines each two units h)ng

on the diameters of the plan, beginning h a unit from centre of pattern.

Ex. ^.—Make drawings of the upright view of the following ol)jects : a churn,

butter tub ami butter crock, placed as in the group. The churn is (S units

high, diameter at base 4 and at top 2 units, the dasher rising '1 units above

top of churn. The butter tub is 4 units high, diameters of ends 2 and 4

units. The crock is two units high and 2 units diameter at ends.

Hints : Sketch the axis. On it mark length of parts or of objects. Sketch

the necessary horizontal guide lines and on them mark width of parts.

Complete the outline and add the details.

(a) Class repeat the Ex., and make a drawing of side view of any avail-

able objects, as, an ink bottle, black-board brush, table bell, book, etc.

Vxr.K 3.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 4 by 8, di\aded into squares of 1 unit side, draw a border

pattern composed of the following unit :—Two concentric squares, respec-

tively of one and two diagonals side. This unit is repeated horizontally

from left to right in such a manner that each succeeding unit overlaps the

unit immediately preceding by | its horizontal diagonal.

For hints on construction, see Plate I.

(ti) Repeat the Ex. and modify it by half-tinting the surface of the

smaller of the concentiic sciuares.

(/>) Repeat the Ex. so that the overlapping will be from left to right,

only I the length of diagonal.

£x. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of one unit side,

make a pattern, using as elements the diameters of the plan : an inscribed

square and four right angles of 1 unit side ; four squares of one unit side

balanced or placed symmetrically about the centre of plan.

The finished pattern suggests the mode of combination of these elements.

(a) Repeat the Ex., forming a new design by a different combination of

the same material, and by the addition of a small concentric circle and

trianLTidar coincr-pioce, to be sketched on lioard liy teacher or l)y pupil.
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Ex: o. —Wiiliiii a plan of 8 units sitlo dividfd inlo stiuarcs of 1 unit side,

make a design or pattern, using straight lines of 2 units long ; eight right

angles of 1 unit side ; four squares of 1 unit side, and a square inscriljed

^\ itliin the plan.

])ietation:— Sketch the i)lan, its diagonals and diameters, in very light line.

Balance four straight lines, 2 units long, on diameters of plan, with inner end

of each 1 unit from centre of plan ; balance four squares of 1 unit side, with in-

ner corner of each ^ diagonal from centre of plan ; balance four right angles

of 1 unit side, looking inward, with vertex of each 2h diagonals from centre

of plan ; and four right angles, of 1 unit side, looking inwards, with vertex of

each 3^ diagonals from centre of plan. Half-tint the four small squares,

(a) Repeat the design, and form two concentric squares by joining the

inner and outer ends of the four balanced sti-aight lines. Sketch a

small concentric circle. Which of these is the prettier design '?

Teacher may suggest other changes.

Ex. Jf..—Make a drawing of the upright view of a square prism of 2 units side

and 6 unites high, standing centrally on a square plinth of 4 units edge and

2 units thick. On the top of this prism is placed centrally a square plinth,

or cap, of 4 units edge and 1 unit thick— the shaft of the prism is continued

above the plinth \\ units.

(rt) Class repeat the Ex., and tinish it in courses of stone oi" brick work.

Proportions of a stone or of a brick to be given or approved of l)y

teacher.

Hints : Sketch vertical axis ; on it mark height of parts ; sketch the necessary

horizontal lines, on these mark width of parts. Complete the outline.

Page 4.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 4 by 8, divided into squares of 1 unit side, draw a border

pattern, composed of the following unit :—A square of 2 diagonals side,

containing an inscribed square. This unit is repeated horizontally from left

to right in such a manner that each succeeding unit overlaps the one

immediately preceding, by \ its horizontal diagonal.

(c/) Class repeat the pattern, and add small concentric circle of \ unit

diameter. Which is the prettier pattern ? Teacher may suggest other

changes.

Ex. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares, make a design, using

four squares of 3| units side, overlapping a square (centrally placed) of 4

units side. Strengthen the diagonals of the four overlapping squares, and

place a small circle, or dot, in centre of the underlying square.

{a) Repeat the pattern, and balance four circles of ^ unit diameter on

the diameters of the plan, and four straight lines, of 1 unit long, on

the underlying square radiating from near centre of plan. Which is

the prettier pattern ?
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Ex. 3.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of 1 unit side, make a

pattern, using four scjuares of 3 units side, each ctjntainiug a concentric

square of 1 unit side, the corners of the latter joined to the corners of the

former; also an upright cross, centrally placed, with arms 1 unit wide,

reaching to a point h unit from the enclosing plan or square.

((() Repeat the ])attern, sketch a small circle in centi'e of plan and on the

arms of the cross balance four straight lines, 2 units long, with inner

ends h unit from circumfei'ence of circle. Which is the pi-ettier

pattern ?

£x. 4-—Make drawings of an upright view of a try-square and a frame-

triangle. Observe how the blade is secured to the handle of the stjuare.

(a) Make drawings of side view of two other simple objects, suggested

by teacher or by pui)il, using these as models from which to obtain the

facts of form.

Page 5.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 4 l)y 10 units, draw a border pattern by repeating (in

close repetition) a unit composed of two concentric squares of 1 and 2

diagonals side.

(a) Class repeat the Ex., tint or half-tint the surface of the smaller con-

centric st^uare ; and for filling between the rejaeated units, use a circle

of I unit diameter. Which is the prettier pattern ?

Ex. 2.— Fill a square, of 8 units side, with a pattern composed of two inter-

lacing links of ^ unit stock, placed one upright, the other horizontal.

Dictation : - Sketch the square, divide it into squares of one unit side, and

sketch diameters of plan. Balance four right angles (looking inward) of

one diagonal side, with vertex of each on end of diameter of plan. Join

inner ends of arms of the angles by two vertical and two horizontal lines,

thus forming the outer lines of the links ; i^ a unit within each sketch the

inner lines of the links ; interlace the bands and strengthen the lines of the

pattern.

(a) Class repeat the Ex. For corner-pieces use right angles (looking in-

ward) of 1 unit side, and for filling use four circles of \ unit diameter,

balancing them on the diagonals of tlie plan between the adjacent ends

of the links.

Ex. 3.—Fill a square with a pattern composed of two hexagonal links and a

squai-e link interlacing each other.

Dictation : Kepeat Ex. 2 ; then sketch a S(iuare Avith corners ^% diagonals

from centre of plan, and a concentric square \ of a unit witliin. Interlace

the links ; strengthen lines of pattern.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and inscribe a circle witln'n tlie ])lan. ^\'hich is

the prettiei; pattern ?

Ex, Jf.— Clas.s may c<)py tlic r-nd \-iew of tins toy bird-houGe.
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HlXTS :—Sketch vertical axis or i)laciii<f line ; oii it mark height of .support;

of l)ase ; of wall ; of gable ; sketch the necessary horizontal lines, and

on them mark width of parts of house ; sketch rocjf, walls, floor and win-

dow. Correct and finish.

(a) Teaclier may sketch on board a side view of the same bird-cage, and

require class to reduce it to fill the field in the drawing book, or class

may sketch side view of any other object chosen by teacher.

Page 6.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 6 by 10 units, draw a fret border pattern by repeating the

unit sketched on board, by teacher.

(a) Class repeat the pattern, and half-tint it with right slant lines.

(/>) Class repeat the pattern, and half-tint the gi-ound with right skint

lines. Which of these three patterns is the prettiest ?

Ex. 2.—Fill a plan of 8 units side, divided into squai-es of 1 unit side, with

a pattern composed of overlying forms, centrally placed fi-om above down-

wards in the order following :—

-

A scjuare of 2 units side, with sides produced 1 unit both ways
; a Maltese

cross placed oljliquely ; a four-pointed star with points touching corners of

enclosing figure.

(«) Class repeat Ex. Sketch the outline of the Maltese cross \ a unit

within the present one, and sketch for a central form a circle of 1 unit

diameter. "Which is the prettier pattern.

Ex. o.—Class repeat Ex. 2, and complete the squares of 1 unit side at the

corners of the overlying square.

(«) Class repeat Ex. 3. Sketch the outline of the Maltese cross \ unit

within, and place a circle of 1 unit diameter centrally within the over-

lying square.

Ex. 4.—Class may copy the drawings of the upriglit \iews of the street lamp

and ladder.

(rt) Class make drawings of ladder placed lioi i/.oiitully, <>r sketcli upright

\\e\v of some other common object.

(b) Any of the exercises may be enlarged and drawn from menioiy on

blackboard by pupils.

Vm.v. 7.

Ex. 1.—On the four iiiiu-r rows of sipiarcs of a plan, G by 10 units, diaw a

running fret pattern by repeating the given unit, to be placed on board by

teacher.

Dictation : A'crtical, -t units ; horizontal, 1 ;
vert, down, ?> ; hor. left, 2 ;

vert, up, 1 ; hor. right, 1 ; vert, up, 1 ;
lior. left, 2; vert, down, 3; hor.

ri"-bt. 4 units. Repeat the unit. Strengthen lines of i^ttern and atld the

double border lines above and below the plan.
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(a) Class repeat Ex., omitting the lowest horizontal line. Which is the

prettier pattern ?

Ux. 2.— Fill a square of 8 units side with a pattern composed of four oblong

pieces of paper or other material, each 1 by 8 :—two being upright and two

horizontal, interlacing one another alternately. These pieces are placed on.

the 3rd and 6th rows of squares, counting from above downwards or from

left to right. Underneath these pieces is a square centrally placed with

corners each 3 diagonals from centre of plan. Touching each of its corners

without is a square of 1 unit side. Strengthen lines of pattern.

(a) Class repeat Ex. in space below, and half-tmt the oblong pieces with

lines drawn in the direction of their length.

Ex. 3.—On a square plan of 8 units side, are placed four oblong pieces, each

1 diagonal wide, with the outer corners of each touching sides of plan, 3

units from its corners. Represent these pieces and interlace them.

(«) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground with upright lines.

Ex. Jf.—Using as models a toy table and a block of chalk or wood bearing a

tenon on one end, placed as in the Ex., make drawings of the side view,

proportions to be determined by the aid of the eye alone, not by means of a

measure.

{(() Class repeat Ex., placing the table in an upright and the blocks in a

horizontal position.

Page 8.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 5 by 10 units, di-aw a pattern composed of two ribons or

bands, each 1 unit wide, interlacing each other.

(«) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint either the horiz(jntal band or tin-

ground of the pattern.

E.C. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of 1 unit side, balance

four S(juares of 2 units side with middle of inner side of each, 2 units from

centre of plan. Balance four squares of 2 units side wdth inner corner of

each 3 diagonals from centre of plan. Draw centrally a square of 2 units

side. Join the middle of the adjacent side of each pair of squares in the

pattern by straight lines, 1 unit long. Half-tint all the squares with right

slant lines,

(«) Class repeat Ex., and in the centre of each of the Greek crosses

seen in the pattern, sketch a circle of J, a unit diameter. Which is the

prettier oil-cloth pattern %

Ex. o.— Repeat Ex. 2, omitting the lines connecting the squares. Join the

adjacent corners of the squares balanced on the diameters of the ])lan by

slant lines 2 diagonals long. Join also the corners of the central scjuare

with nearest inner corner of the squares balanced on diagonals of plan.

Half-tint all the squares with right slant lines.
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(a) Repeat Ex., and dinw a .small circle, I unit diainetiM', at points of in.

tersection of oblique lines, joining corners of the s<juares. Which i.s the

prettier pattern ?

I^x. 4-— Class co2)y uj)T'ight view of easel and small foot stool with two objects

on it. Proportions by judgment of eye alone.

(rt) Class re})eat Ex., omitting drawing board and objects on stool,

(ft) One or more pu})ils to enlarge the drawings from memory on black-

board, or class may make drawing of side view of any model chosen by

teacher and placed where all may see it.

PAr;E 9.

Ex. 1.—On an oblong j^lan, 8 by 10 units, draw a border pattern, composed

of rectangular links, 4 by 6 units, placed in an upright position 1 unit

apart. The material of link is 1 unit wide. The links are strung on a

horizontal band, 2 units wide, passing over the left and under the right

])(»rtions of each link.

(ffl) Class may make a drawing of the links j^laced hoi'izontally and

strung on a band, 1 unit wide.

Ex. 2.— Cover a square plan of 8 units side witli an octagonal unit in close

repetition. The unit has four of its sides, each one diagonal long, the other

four being each 2 units long. Half-tint the ground of the plan with liori-

zontal lines.

(«.) Repeat the Ex., and till the octagonal units with a four-pointed

star ; add short lines, radiating diagonally from the re-entrant angles.

Ex. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2, and within each octagon draw a concentric square of

2 units side.

(«) Class repeat Ex. 3, and till each square with a small circle centrally

placed ; add short, straight lines radiating diagonally from the circles,

but not touching the circumference.

Ex. Jf..—The front view of the chest of drawers to be copied, proportions to

be fixed by judgment of eye alone. Parts of the object to be named by

teacher.

{fi) Class repeat Ex., omitting the objects on top, or make drawing from

model of side or upright view of a bottlcj slate, box, or basket, etc.

Page 10.

Ex. 1.— On an oblong plan, 4 by 10 units, draw a border pattern by repeat-

ing in close repetition a unit composed of two concentric diagonal squares,

whose sides are respectively 1 aiid 2 diagonals long. The squares overlie a

four-pointed star with rays jjlaced on diagonals of plan. Half-tint the

smaller of the concentric S(juares.

(<•'.) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the gi-ound of th*'. ])attern with hori-

zontal lines.
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Ex. 2.—Fill ail enclosing fcji-m of 8 units side with <a radial design, using for

a centre-pieie a square of 1 diagonal side ; I'epeat on diameters of plan

the kite-shaped unit, its greatest width being 2 units at a distance of 3

units from centre of plan ; for an underlying form use a square of 6 units

side.

(a) Repeat Ex., and balance on the diagonals of the underlying square

four small circles ; also place a small circle in centre of the design.

Which is the prettier pattern ?

Ex. 3.—Fill an enclosing form of 8 units side with a radial design, using for

a centre-piece a square of 1 diagonal side ; and for repeating upon the diag-

onals and di;imeters of the plan use the kite-shaped unit, having its greatest

width 2 units at a point 3 units distant from centre of plan.

(a) Repeat Ex., and inscribe a circle within the containing square, and

place a small concentric circle within the small concentric square.

Ex. Jf..—Class may copy the drawing of front view of table with culie and

pyramid on it, and small boxes under it—proportions at sight.

(^f) Class make drawing from model of side view of one ol)ject, or of a

group of objects, set up by teachei*.

Paoe 11.

Ex. 1.—On an olilong plan, 4 ]jy 10, draw a border pattern by repeating (in

close repetition) a unit composed of a fouz'-pointed star, overlying a square (jf 2

diagonals side. The points of the rays of star touch the sides of the plan

2 units from corners of underlying square. The re-entrant angles of the star

are joined by straight lines 2 units long.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and place centrally on the star a small circle, with

straight line radiating diagonally from its circumference, Imt not touch-

ing it.

Ex. 2.—Fill a square of 8 units side with a design, using for centre piece two

concentric squares of 2 and 3 units side ; and for corner pieces, four elbow-

shaped forms of 3 units side and 1 unit wide to be sketched on Ijoard by

teacher.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and modify it by balancing four small circles on dia-

meters of plan, placed between ends of corner pieces ; also place cen-

trally within the smallest concentric square a small circle, with short

straight lines nidiating diagonally, but not touching circumference of

circle. Finish by half-tinting with right slant lines tlie field between

the sides of the two concentric squares.

Ex. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2, in very light line ; then sketch centrally an upright

cross, with re-entrant angles, each one unit from centre of plan, and

arms 4 units long. Finish the pattern so as to represent the horizontal

arms of the cross over, and the vertical arms under, the sides of the hollow

square.
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(«) Class repeat Ex., and lialf-tiiit the hollow scjuaiv and corner pieces

with right slant lines. Place a very small circle in centre of pattern,

Avith straight lines 2 units long, balanced on the diameters of the plan,

with inner ends ^ unit from circumference of the circle. Which is the

prettier pattern 1

Ex. 4-—U^sing objects suggested in Ex. as models from which to obtain the

facts, make drawings of the group, taking proportions of objects from

height of spool assumed as the unit of measurement, with which the length

of every other line in the group must be compared.

(a) Class repeat Ex., placing objects in positions suggested by pupils, and

approved by teacher.

Page 12.

JE.c. 1.—On a plan 4 by 10, draw a border pattern by repeating horizontally

in close repetition a unit composed of two concentric squax'es of 1 and

2 diagonals side. Half-tint the surface of the smaller concentric square

with horizontal lines, and fill the ground of the plan with right angles of 1

diagonal side, balanced above and below the horizontal axis of the plan.

(«) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground of the plan with hoinzontal

lines.

Ex. 2.—Within a square of 8 units side make a rosette, using for a centre-

piece a square of 1 diagonal side ; for forms to be I'epeated on both diagonals

and diameters of plan, use the kite-shaped unit, with greatest width at a

point on the diameters and diagonals 2 units fi"om centre of plan.

Hints :—Sketch the plan, its diagonals, diameters, inscribed circle, and a

concentric circle of 4 units diameter. On the circumference of the smaller

circle, place points indicating the greatest width of the repeating unit
;
join

these points with centre of plan, and with ends of diameters of inscribed

circle ; strengthen lines of pattern.

(a) Class I'epeat Ex., and place symmetrically eight recticurvilinear forms

of suitable proportions between the repeating units of the pattern.

^x. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2, and for a centrepiece use a circle of 2 units diameter,

(a) Class repeat Ex., strengthen the axis of each repeating unit, and tint

alternate halves of the units by lines drawn in the direction of the axis.

Ex. Jf..—Using a bottle, cube and can as models, placed as suggested, make

drawings of the upright view of the group, taking the proportions of the ob-

jects from the width of the base of the bottle assumed as the unit of length,

with which to compare the length of every other line in the group.

Hints :—Sketch vertical axis ; on this, mark height of parts ; sketch the neces-

sary horizontal lines, and on these, maik width of parts ; complete the

drawings.

(rt) Class repeat the Ex., placing objects in position to be approved by

teacher.
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Ex. 1. —On a plan, G by 10, draw a boixler pattorn by repeating horizontally

square linlvs of 3 diagonals, outside edge, and 2 diagonals, inside edge.

The links are so placed thab each succeeding one overla2:)s the one imme-

diately preceding, by 3 units. A horizontal piece, 2 units wide, passes

through the links under the left corner and over the right corner of each

one. Strengthen lines of links not covered by the horizontal piece, and

add the border lines above and below the pattern.

(rt) Class repeat the Ex., and half-tint the horizontal ])and with hori-

zontal lines ; or half-tint the ground with upright lines.

Ex. 2.—Fill a square of 8 units side, divided into squares of one unit side,

with a pattern composed of overlying forms, centrally placed from above

downwards in the order following :—
A cross with re-entrant angles , 1 diagonal from centre of plan, and arms

touching ends of diameters of plan, and limited by slant lines, 1 diagonal

hjiig. A square, with corners 3 diagonals from centre of plan. Join coi--

neis of this square with those of plan by slant lines 1 diagonal long. Join

the re-entrant angles of the cross by slant lines, 2 units long. Half-tint

the visiljle surface of the underlying square with hoi'izontal lines.

{(i) Class repeat the Ex. Place a circle of 1 unit diameter in centre of

plan, and balance on the diameters of plan four straight lines, 2 units

long, with inner ends one unit from centre of plan.

Ex. •].— Repeat Ex. 2, and cover the arms of the cross with a hexagonal til-

ling, with sides parallel with those of the field, and a trifle within it.

(a) Class repeat Ex. 3, and modify it at pleasure.

Ex. J^.—Copy the view of the fire-place and mantel, proportions being de-

termined by judgment of the eye alone.

(a) Class repeat Ex. 4, changing position of objects on mantel, or plac-

ing other groups of models, with approval of teacher.

Page U.

Ex. 1.— On an oblong plan, 5 by 10 units, divided into sijuares of 1 unit

side, draw the outline of the block letters, F I T, using, if at liand, the

blocks as models fiom which to obtain the facts of form.

(«) Class repeat the plan and draw the outline of the block letters i, i e,

and half-tint them by right slant liues.

Ex. i?.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares, sketch the endless

riband pattern, folded in the form of octagons—the bands, 1 unit wide,

being placed vertically and hoi-izontally at the centre of plan.

Hints :—Sketch the upright and horizontal diameters of plan, short at each

end by 1 unit. Sketch the squares of 2 units side with inner corners 1

diagonal from centre of plan. Sketch the outer sides of the octagons, and

then interlace the bands, touching the centre of the plan.
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(a) Class rcpciit tin,' Ex., aiul lialf-tint the lci-oiukI of tlic i)]iui witli Iioii-

y.ontal lines.

A\c. J.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of 1 unit side, draw

a pattern composed of two interlacing hexagonal links, placed diagonally.

Hints :—Balance four right angles of 3 units side, looking inward with vertex

of angles on corner of plan. Join the ends of the side of the opposite

angles by lines parallel with diagonals of plan, thus forming the outer lines

of the links. Sketch the inner lines. Interlace the links, and strengthen

lines of pattern.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and tint the ground.

£Jx. 4-—Copy the side view of the table, with cube and cone upon it, propor-

tions judged by sight alone. JVo iiieasuring to be allowed. See hints on

previous exercises.

(a) Class repeat Ex., placing cube and cone, or other oljjects, on thJor,

under table, or draw from models chosen by teacher.

Pagk 15.

Ex. 1.—On an oblong plan, 5 by 10 units, divided into squares of 1 unit

side, make drawings of the uj^right view of the block letters, n a t.

(«) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the letters with right slant lines.

Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground of plan.

Ex. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side, divided into squares of one unit side, sketch

two pieces, each one diagonal wide, with corners fitting into the corners of

the plan,—the right slant piece overlies the left slant piece centrally. On
the diameters of the plan balance four right angles looking outward, with

vertex of each 2 units from centre of plan, and sides (arms) touching sides

of plan ; also four similar right angles, with vertex of each 3 units from

centre of plan, and ends of arms terminating at the sides of plan.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and tint the ground of the plan. AVhich is the

prettier pattern 1

Ex. 3.—Class repeat Ex. 2, omitting the right angles. Then sketch two

concentric squares—the one with corners on ends of diameters of plan
;

the other with corners 2 units from centre of plan. Place the ends of the

left slant piece under, and the ends of the right slant piece over, the squares.

(a) Class repeat Ex., half-tint the ground of plan with horizontal lines.

Ex. Jf.—Class copy drawings (if no models be at hand) of pail, supported by

two blocks—the thickness of a block to be taken as the unit of measure-

ment.

(a) Class repeat Ex., placing the shorter block horizontally on top of tlie

pail. Half-tint the face of the l)locks with horizontal lines.

{h) Class make dra^vings of side view from models such as pails, pans,

etc.
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Ex. 1.— On an oblong plan, 5 by 10, divided into squares of 1 unit side,

make drawings of the block figures, 253, using the blocks as models if at

hand.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground with right slant liaes.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a square of 8 units side ; within it inscribe a circle and draw its

upriglit diameter, quadrisect it, through the outer points of division sketch

a horizontal line, meeting the circumference of the circle in two points.

Join the ends of the upper horizontal, and the lower end of the upright

diameter ; also the ends of the lower horizontal, and the upper end of the

upright diameter, thus foi-ming two triangles.

{«) Class repeat Ex. Join the ends of the two horizontals by two oblique

lines intersecting each other in centre of circle. Fill the triangle

whose base is the upper horizontal line, with a radial design, using for

a centre-piece a small circle, and for repeating units the kite-shaped

fonu, with its greatest width one unit from centre-piece, and place

three radiating straight lines in symmetry on the axis of the other

triangle.

Ex. -J.— Class repeat Ex. 2, and then within each triangle sketch a similar

one, and interlace the bands.

(a) Repeat Ex. 3, and fill the pattern centrally with the top view of a

flower, having six ovoid petals or leaflets, using the box, cube and cone

as models.

Ex. 4.—Make drawings of the side view of the group—the length of the

edge of the cube being taken as the unit of measurement with which to

compare the length of every other line.

{(() Class make drav/ings of side view of same oljjects differently grouped,

or of other simple objects obtainable.

Paok 17.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 5 by 10 units, divided into si|uares of our unit side,

make drawings of the block figures 847, using the blocks as models ; if

tliey are not obtainable, copy the exercise.

{11) Class repeat the Ex., and tint the figures.

Ex. 2.— Fill a square of 8 units side, divided into .Sijuares of 1 unit side,

with two interlacing squares.

Dictation : - Sketch two concentric squares with c(jrner of one at ends of

diameters ; with corners of the other, on diameters of plan 3 units from its

centre. Sketch two squares, with corners of one on the diagonal of plan,

3 diagonals from centre of plan ; corners of the otlier, on diagonals of plan,

2 diagonals from centre of plan. Interlace these bands.
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(a) Class repeat Ex., and till the central tield with a four-pointed star

with its rays on the diameters of the plan, and with four short straight

lines placed symmetrically on the diagonals of plan radiating from

the re-entrant angles of star : sketch a small circle for a central tigure,

to produce repose.

Ex. 3.—Dictation : Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals aud diam-

eters, and an inscribed circle. In the cii'cle inscribe two squares, the one

with corners at ends of the upright and horizontal diameters of plan ; the

other with corners on the diagonals of plan where crossed by circumference

of the circle. Place centrally on the plan a square of 2 units side with its

coiners on diagonals of plan. Within each of the larger squares sketch a

concentric square, so as to form bands one unit wide. Interlace these

bands.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and describe a square aljout the ^mall central

square, and use a small circle for a central figure.

£.1-. ,^.—Make a drawing of the front \iew of a closed wash-stand, with two

books and a cube placed upon it, the assumed height of the stand being taken

as the unit of measurement. If the objects be not present, coj^y the exercise.

(a) Class repeat Ex., placing the objects upon stand in a different posi-

tion, or make drawing of side or front view of some other available

object.

Page IS.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 5 by 10 units, di\T.ded into squares of one unit side, make

drawings of the block letters, v a t, either from memoiy or from the blocks,

(rt) Class repeat the Ex., and tint the ground of the plan.

Ex. 2.—Within a square of 8 units side, divided into squaies of 1 unit side,

draw three concentric irregular octagons, the length of sides at pleasure,

(a) Class repeat Ex., and sketch two more, aud half-tint the surface of

the smallest one.

£x. o.—To be copied : On a plan of 8 units side, di\dded into S(|uares of one

unit side, draw a pattern composed of two octagonal links placed oljliquely

on plan, but at right angles to one another, and an irregular octagonal link,

the links interlacing one another.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and tint the ground.

JjJx. ^.—Make a drawing of the side ^iew of a board fence, 10 luiits highj

boards 2 units wide—the 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc., boards being ^ unit shorter

than the other upright boards of fence.

Hints : Sketch an upright line, and on it mark position of edges of bottom

rail, of top rail, and of top of fence. From these points sketch horizontal

lines any lengtli re^juired, strengtliening those representing edges of rails.

On the top liorizontal line mark width of boards, and from these points

sketch vertical lines terminating at upper edge of bottom rail. Strengthen
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the upright lines above and below the upper rail, and also the horizontal

lines representing the upper ends of the boards.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and make the boards all of one height. Teacher

should indicate on the blackboard the successive stages.

(b) Class make drawing of side view of any fence at home, and bring

the sketch to school for approval of teacher.

Page 19.

£,,-^ j_—On a plan 5 by 10, divided into squares of 1 unit, draw the Block

letters S and Q.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the letters.

^x. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side, draw a radial design, using for a centre-

piece a squai-e of 2 units side, and for repeating units on the diameters of the

plan, the kite-shaped form, 2 units wide, at a point 3 units from centre of

plan. Arrange symmetrically on the plan four squares of 2 units side, with

outer corner of each touching corner of plan.

{a) Class repeat Ex., and modify it by using a small circle for centrepiece,

and four small circles for symmetrical arrangement on the diagonal of

plan.

Ex. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2, and join the inner corners of the square of 2 units

side, by two horizontal and two vertical lines. Place a dot in centre of

pattern and balance four straight lines of 2 units length on the kite-shaped

units.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and modify it by using dots and small circles for

symmetrical details (tilling.)

Ex. Jf.
— Make drawings of the upright view of a wash-tub and a pump, using

the assumed width of the pump as the unit of measui'ement.

(a) Class repeat drawings of pump, using a pail supported by a block iru

stead of the tub.

(/>) Make drawing of side view of gate post or pump at home, and bring

it to school for criticism of the class.

Page 20.

Ex. ].—On a plan 5 by 10 make drawings of the block letters LIE.
{(i) llepeat the Ex., and on each letter draw the outline of the letter a

trifle smaller ; then tint or half tint the smaller of the outlines.

Ex. 2.—On a plan of 8 units side are placed obliquely two oblong links, inter-

lacing each other at right angles. The corners of the links touch the sides

of the plan 2 units from each of its corners—the inner and outer edges of

the ends of the links are respectively 1 and 2 diagonals long.

{<i) Class repeat the Ex., and lialf-tint the ground, or tint the links.

Ex. fJ.—On a plan of 8 units side are two oblong links, interlacing each other

at i-ight angles—one of the links is upright, the other is horizontal. The

inner and outer edges of the links are respectively 1 and 2 units long.
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(a) Class repeat Ex., anil liah-tiut the links with right slant lines.

£Jx 4-—^lake a drawing of the side view of a picket fence 7 units high and 9

units long. 1 he pickets are each oie unit wide and one unit apai-t. Tlie

base-boai"d is 2 units wide, and the rail is one unit wide, and its upper edge

is
1
J units belcjw top of pickets. Yov hints see Ex. i, page 18.

(«) Class repeat Ex., and place upright against the fence a picket 9 units

high, with a horizontal cross piece 3 units long, placed 1 unit below its

upper end.

(h) Make a sketch of a picket fence at home, ajid bring it to scliool to be

placed on board for class criticism.

Page 21.

£i: 1.—On a plan 5 bj 10, diWded into squares of 1 unit side, make draw-

ings of the block letters K E Y.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and tint the ground with very light horizontal lines.

Ex. 2.— Fill apian of 8 units side with overlymg forms, centrally placed from

above downwards in the order named :—A square of 2 units side ; an octa-

gon, with its horizontal and vertical sides each 3 units from centre of plan

;

a square inscribed within the plan. Arrange four straiglit lines 2 units

long symmetrically about the centre of plan, placing them 2 units from cen-

tre of plan, and at right angles to the diameters of the plan.

(a) Class repeat Ex, Join ends of the balanced straight lines to fonn

an octagon. Place a small circle on the diagonals of the plan, outside

of the overlying forms.

£.c. 3.—Repeat Ex. 2, and join the ends of the balanced straight lines with

the nearest corner of the octagon. Half-tint the small central square and

the ground of the octagon, and balance four squares of 1 unit side, touch-

ing the corners of the plan.

(a) Class rej^eat Ex., and tint the figure lying between the surface of the

central square and the visible sui-face of the octagon. Use a small cir.

cle for a central form, and four short radiating oblique lines as details.

Ex. 4.—^lake a drawing of the end A-iew of the table and side view of the

chair, using the assumed heiglit of the table as the uiut of measurement,

(rt) Repeat Ex., using a chair of a different shape as a model from which

to obtain the facts of form. ^ATiat do you observe defective in the con-

struction of the chair in the copy 1 Correct the defect.

Page 22.

Ex. 1.—On a plan 5 by 10 make drawings of the block letters m, i, x.

{a) Class repeat Ex., and tint the ground.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a square of 2 inches or 8 units side, its diagoiials, and diam-

eters ; iiiscrilje a circle within it.

. Fill tlie circle with a pattern comjiosed of two overlying four-pointed -stars, tlie

upright one ha\ing its rays placed on the diameters of jjlan, the rays of the
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other one being placed on the diayonals o£ the plan. Each of the re ei.>trant

angles of the star, is just one diagonal from the centre of plan.

{n) Class repeat Ex. Strengthen tlie axis of each ray, and half-tint al-

ternate fields of the uppermost star with lines drawn in the direction

of axis of rays.

Ex. 3.— Dictation. On a square of 8 units side, place an upright cross with

arms 2 units long and re-entrant angles ^ diagonal fi-oni centi-e of plan.

Balance four right angles of 2 units side, looking outward with vei'tex of

each 1 diagonal from centre of plan ; also balance four right angles of 1

diagonal side looking inwards, with vertex of each on ends of dianietei's of

plan. Within the outline of this last cross, draw a similar one \ unit distant.

Draw a concentric scjuare with sides passing under arms of cross and with

its corners 2 diagonals from centre of plan, and produce its sides both ways

one unit. Join ends of sides produced with points on sides of plan 1 unit

from its corners. Join the ends of these lines by slant lines 1 diagonal

long.

(rt) Class repeat Ex., and separate the middle cross from the one under

it and the one over it by tint, or half-tint,

Ex. 4-—Make drawings of the side view of the trunk, with spools and thim-

ble upon it, taking the assumed height of the trunk as the unit of measure-

ment.

(rt) Class repeat Ex., using other familiar oljjects as models fi-o:ii which

to obtain the facts of form.

Page 23.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 5 by 10, sketch the block figures 169.

{n) Class repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground with right slant lines.

Ex. 2.—Dictation : On a square plan of 8 units side, draw a concentric

sijuare of 2 units side. Join the upper left corner of this square with the

upper right coi-ner of the plan ; the lower left corner with the upper left

corner of plan ; the lower right corner with the lower left corner of plan
;

and the upi)er riglit corner with the lower I'ight corner of tlie plan. Pi-o-

(hice eacli of these lines until one touches the other. Strengthen sides of

the plan and lines of pattern.

{(t,^ Repeat Ex., and within the small central squai'e inscribe a scjuare.

Ex. J.—Repeat Ex. 2, and within each of the triangles sketch a similar one

a trifle smaller.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and tint in dark gray the smaller triangles and the

centi-al sc^uare.

Ex. 4-—Make drawings of tlic uprighf, ^ie\\ of the olilong Wench, wash-tub,

bars of soap and lu-ush, taking (he height of the bench as the unit of

measurement—the group to be pro})ortioned to the space to be filled.
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(a) Cliiss repeat Ex., using as a model a }iail instead of the tub, or make
di-awings of a group of other familiar objects of own or teachei''s

choice.

Page l'4^.

Ex. 1.— On a plan, 5 by 10, make drawings of the block letters, P, B, and R
(«) Class repeat Ex., and finish the letteis in dark gray tint.

El'. ,'.— Copy the pattei-n composed of concentric Si^uares and conventional,

ized three-lobed leaves on a square plan of 8 units side.

(rt) Class repeat Ex., and use a small circle for a central form, ajid four

small circles for symmetiical arrangement on diametei's of plan, and

four clover leaves for repetition on diagonals of plan. Druvfrom the

Imf.

Ex. -j>'.— Repeat Ex. 2, substituting a four-pointed star with an overlying up-

right cross for the concentric squares.

((/) Class repeat Ex., using a heart-shaped leaf for model. Strengthen

lines of j^attern, and finish the ground in dark gray tint.

Ex. Jf.—Make drawings of upriglit ^-iews of a cup and saucer, taking the

height of saucer as the unit of measurement.

{a) Class repeat Ex., using a bowl or a tumbler as a model instead of the

cup.

B(J0K 3.

Note:—The unit of measurement to be decided ujxni by the teacher for the

various exercises (i. c. r.) = iu close repetition.

Page 1.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 4 by 8, draw a border pattern by repeating horizontally

(i. c. r.) a unit, composed t)f two semicircles curving inwards, one haWng

as base the nppe?; and the other the lower side of a square of 4 units diam-

eter. Add the border lines.

(f() Class repeat Ex., and half tint with horizontal lines the ground of

pattern. Add the border lines.

E.c. 2.—Fill a square of 8 units side with a j^attern, using four semicircles,

curving inwards, each having a side of the plan as base ; and four quad-

rants, each having a corner of the plan as centre, and half the side of plan

as ladius. Finish the pattern representing the leaf-like forms on the diag.

onals as overlapping those on the diameters. For a centre-piece use a

circle of
1 J units diameter.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and half tint with horizontal lines the ground of the

pattern.
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Ex. o.—Using a spool and a bottle as models from which to obtain facts,

make drawings of the top and upright views of each, keeping the drawings

in the same relative position which they occupy in the copy. Assume the

diameter of end of spool, and of base of bottle, as the respective units of

measurements.

Hints :

—

(«) Sketch the vertical axis, or placing line, of indefinite length. Hold-

ing the spool with end in full view, mai-k its diameter on the placing

line, bisect it. With this point as centre and half diameter as radius,

sketch the circle ; draw its horizontal diameter.

(J))
Produce the connecting lines downwards—these control the vfidth

of the upriglit view. On the axis, or on the left connecting line

mark height of parts of spool ; sketch the re(|uired horizontal lines,

and any others to finish the drawing. Teacher should test the pupil's

ability to read the drawings; •i.e., to tell what part of the object is

i-epresented by every straight or curved line in the drawing.

Pa<;k 2.

E.r. 1.—On a plan 4 l)y 12 units, draw a border pattern, by lepeating hori-

zontally (i. c. r.) a unit composed of four semicircles curving inwards, each

having tlie end of the diameter of a square of 4 units side as centre, and

lialf a side of the scpiare as radius.

(a) Repeat Ex., and draw a small circle as a centrepiece, to bind the leaf

f<jrms of the pattern together. Erase the lines covered V>y the centre-

piece, and draw the border lines.

E.r. ,?.— Fill a square of 8 units side with a pattern, using four semicircles

curving inwards, each having a side of an inscribed square as base, and half

its side as altitude ; four semicircles curving inwards, each having a side of

the plan as base, and half side of the plan as altitude ; also an inscribed cir-

cle; for a centrepiece use a curvilinear form based upon a square, with cor-

ners 1 unit from centre of plan.

(rt) Repeat Ex., and sketch graduated midribs on each leaf-like form, and

a small concentric circle for a centrepiece. Which is the prettier

pattern ?

_£',,;. ,;.__Make a dra^ving of the upright view of tlie flower pot, assuming the

height of stem as the unit of measurement, with which to ct^npare the length

of ;ill otlier lines.

Hints : - .Sketch the vertical axis, and on it mark height of parts. Sketch the

necessaiy horizontal lines, and on tliese mark v/idth of parts. Sketch any

other guide lines required, such as the bases of the reversed cuives, etc.

Sketch the curves, complete the outline, and strengthen lines required.

Question class on proportions of flower pot. Ex.—What is the pi'oportion of

width of base to height of object, etc.
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PAriE 3.

E.i\ 1.—Oil a plan \ Ijy 12, draw a border pattern, composed of a spiial form

i unit wide, repeated horizontally \ unit apart. (See the copy.)

{(i) Kepeat the Ex., reversing the unit of the pattern.

Ev. i?.—Analyse this pattern, telling the names of tlie forms combined ; tlie

diameters of the circles, and radii of the quadrants used. Sketch the plan

the required size, and copy the pattern.

(rt) Repeat Ex., and co\er the rings and Ijands with an even flat grey tint.

Ex. o.—Using a tumbler as a model, make a drawing of it in an upright posi-

tion. Assume width of base as the unit of measurement.

(a) Repeat Ex., and place a narrow l)and around it, just below the rim,

and lialf-tint the band with right slant lines.

Page 4.

E:i'. i.— On a plan 5 l>y 15, draw a running fret Ixjrder pattern, by i-epeating

horizontally a unit composed of the following Knes :—vertical, 5 units
;

horizontal right 5 ; vertical down 4 ; horizontal left 3 ; vertical up 2
;

horizontal right 1 ; vertical down 1 ; horizontal right 1 ; vertical up 3
;

horizontal left 3 ; vertical down 4 ; horizontal right 5. Add double border

lines.

(rt) Repeat Ex., omitting the lowest horizontal line of the unit.

E.c. ^.—Fill a squai-e of 8 units side with a braid pattern or tape, the braid

being ^ unit wide and disposed ia the form of a ring, and four half rings

interlacing each other ; the half rings touch each other at the centre of the

plan.

{(L) Repeat Ex., and balance 4 curvilinear forms on the diameter of the

plan, with sides parallel with those of each field and -| of a unit

distant.

Ex. -J.—Make drawings of a comb and of a hand mirror, using the width of

the comb and the length of the handle of the mirror as the respective units

of measurement-

(«) Make drawings of the same objects, placing them in uu upright

position, or reversing them from right to left.

Page 5.

E.c 1.—On a plan 4 by 12, draw a border pattern by repeating horizontally

(i.c.r.) a unit composed of a diagonal square of 4 units diagonal, filled with four

semicircles, curving inwards, each having a side of the diagonal square for

its base.

The unit to be sketched on board by teacher, and its adaptation to the plan

indicated.

('') Reijeat Ex., and use small circles as filling to cfiver up more of the

ground of the plan, balancing them on each side of the horizontal axis.
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Ex. i?.—Dictation :—
Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals and diameter ; within it in-

scribe a circle and also a square. On each side of the square as base, with

radius ^ length of side, draw a semicircle curving inwards
;
quadrisect the

sifles of the inscribed square and join the outer points of division and nearest

corner of plan by lines slightly curving outwards ; also join the points with

the nearest end of the diameters of plan by lines curving slightly outwards.

For a centre-piece, sketch a concentric circle 2 units diameter, erase lines of

pattern covered by the centre piece, and strengthen lines of pattern.

(«) Repeat Ex., omitting the inscribed circle. Add graduated midribs

to the leaA-es, terminating in the corners of the plan. Half tint with

horizontal lines the ground of the plan not covered with the pattern.

E:i'. i>. —Copy the drawings of the back of the book, also of the back, and one

board, or half of cover.

(a) ^lake drawings of the back and side of your 3rd Reader, assuming

the width of back of book as the unit of measurement. Place the

drawings in the same relative position which they occupy in Ex. 3.

Pahe 6.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 5 by 10, copy the border pattern. The unit of the pat-

tern should be placed on the Black-board by teacher, and the pupils should

]je led to observe the relative length and position of its boundary lines,

(a) Repeat Ex., and tint the ground.

Ex. 2.— Copy the bilateral design. For the successive stages see plate X.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint with horizontal lines the ground.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawings of the paint brush, the shoe brush and the hair

brush.

('/) Using the same or other brushes as models, make drawings of them

placed in horizontal positions. Before beginning, be sure to fix upon

the line to be used as the unit of measurement.

Paok 7.

Ex. 1—.Sketch the oblong b hy 10 and the necessary guide lines. Copy the

border pattern.

('<) Repeat Ex., and separate the forms in the pattern by a flat, light

gray tint.

Ex. 2—Copy and finish the bilateral design. Before doing so sketch the axis

and as many horizontal guide lines as are necessary on which to mark width

of parts.

(a) Repeat Ex., and modify it by sketching inner curves parallel to the

outer ones and J- inch within.
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Ex. 3.—Using tlie fine cuiub ;uul the l>ru.sli as models from which to obtain

the facts of form, make drawings of them. Decide upon some unit of

length before beginning to di'aw.

(a) Make drawings of two or more simple objects, using them as models.

Page 8.

Ex. 1.—Sketch the oblong 4 ])y 12 ; the necessary guide lines, and copy the

border pattern.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and separate the foi-m by a liglit tint.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals and diametei's. Within it

place centrally two oblong pieces, each 2 by 8, one in vertical, the other in

horizontal position, the latter overlying the former.

Sketch two concentric circles, the one 4, and the other 6 units diameter,

thus forming a ring, which overlies the oblong pieces. For corner pieces,

sketch recticurvilinear triangles, with outer sides straight, and each 3 units

long—the inner side curving outward, parallel with circumference of ring.

Within each corner piece sketch a similar one, ^ unit less in dimensions.

The corner pieces should be placed with sides about h a unit from those of

the field.

(a) Class repeat Ex., and interlace the ring and the oblong pieces.

Ex. S.—Copy the upright views of the conventionalized buds.

(a) Using buds of any familial' flower as models, make drawings of the

upright and top views, conventionalized.

Page 9.

Ex. i.—Copy Ex.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and tint the unit of the pattern and also the tri-

angle seen in the lower part of the plan.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals, diameters and insci-ibed circle.

Fill tlie circle with a double rosette by repeating on the diameters and di-

agonals of the plan (the axes of symmetry in the circle) an ovoid form or

unit with the larger end outward, touching the circumference of the circle,

the margins of the adjacent units touching each other at points 3 units from

centre of circle.

Centrally placed over this rosette is a smaller one of similar ovoid forms,

with outer ends only 1 unit from centre of plan. A small circle, |- unit di-

ameter is used as a centre-piece.

Hints :—For the larger rosettes, sketch a circle, with circumference 3 units

from centre of plan, and divide its semi-circumference into 8 "equal parts,

and join the points of division and the centre of the plan, by straight lines.
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Join the outer ends of each pair of lines (beginning with those on each side

of the diameter or diagonal) by a line curving outward, touching the cir-

cumference of the inscribed circle.

(a) Repeat Ex., and add short graduated midribs to the leaflets of both

rosettes.

£:i:. 3.—Using a natural five-lobed leaf as a model, make a drawing of it.

Hints : — Assume the height or width of the leaf as the unit of measure-

ment, and represent it by a line of definite length. Sketch an enclosing

form, then the midrib of the blade and ribs of each lobe. Place guide

points for the re-entrant angles between the lobes. Sketch the margin of

the blade. Add the details required to fairly represent the general shape

of the leaf.

(«) Copy the first drawing, omitting a few of the details, making buth

sides alike (bi-symmetrical ), the result is a conventionalized form of

the natural leaf.

Pac;k 10.

Ex. 1. - Sketch the plan and copy the Ex.

(a) Repeat Ex. On the units of the pattern, sketch similar ones, and scal-

lop their margins. On the widest part of the ground l)etween the

units of the j^attern, place a small circle, to give repose and variety to

the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Copy the left half of the vase and then the riglit half.

Hints :—Sketch the axis or placing line of indefinite length and on it mark
the height of the vase ; through each of these points sketch a horizontal

line of indefinite length and on the upper one mark width of rim and from

each of these points sketch a vertical line to meet the base.

On the axis, mark height of the various parts of the vase, viz : of neck, body

and stem. Through these points sketch horizontal guide lines, and on

these mark width of parts of vase, viz.: of neck, body, stem, etc.

Sketch outline of left side of ^'ase and correct it, then sketch outline of

right side. Finish by adding the ornamental details. Kote : Before

beginning the exercise, settle upon the unit of measurement

(rt) Using a model vase from wliicli to obtain facts, make a drawing of

the upright view.

Ex. 3—Copy the exercise. Sketch a triangle as an enclosing form ; then the

vertical axis, then guide lines to block in the parts ; then sketch the larger

leaflets, then the smaller ones.

(«) Using a Hollyhock flower as a model, make a drawing of it in an

upright position.
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Page 11.

Ex. 1.— l)iclaliun : Sketch a cii-cle of 4 units diameter ; inscribe a square

witliin it ; inscribe a circle within tlie square; sketch a concentric circle of

h unit diameter; repeat this unit horizontally (inclose repetition) three

times for a border pattern. Between the units of tlie pattern place a recti-

curvilinear fonn with its sides parallel with those of the containing field.

(a) Repeat the Ex. Pill the circle inscribed within the square, with a

four-pointed star, with a line radiating from its re-entrant angles, but

not touching the circumference of the smaller circle.

Ex. 2.—Copy the pattern and draw the lines of the corner pieces parallel

with and equi-distant from those of the containing field.

(rt) Repeat Ex., using for a centrepiece a circle 2 units diameter, mark its

centre by a dot.

Ex. 3.—Copy the riglit half.

{a) Repeat Ex., and complete the outline of the vase.

See Hints. Ex. 2, page 10.

Pa(;k 12.

Ex. 1.—Sketch the plan 4 Ijy 12, and copy the pattern.

(rt) Repeat Ex., and tint the filling placed on the ground between the

units of the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Copy the left half of bilateral ornament, composed of reversed spiral

curves and conventional leaves.

{a) Repeat the Ex., and complete it. Pupils may enlai-ge this on Board.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawing of a sprig of a plant, bearing five heart-shaped

leaves, one terminal, the others growing in pairs on opposite sides of branch.

Hints :—Sketch the axis of stem and of each branching leaf ; then the general

outline of the leaves ; then add the details of blade, such as the serrated mar-
gin, veins, etc.

The stem is here very severely or highly conventionalized.

(a) Class may make drawings from nature of sprigs of familiar shrubs or

plants, aud then conventionalize them.

Page 13.

£iX. 1.—On a plan 4 by 12 units, draw a border pattern, by repeating hori-

zontally a slight distance apart, a rosette, 4 units in diameter, composed of

8 ovoid leaflets, having for a centre-piece a concentric circle of 1 unit diam-
eter.

(a) Repeat Ex., and modify it by adding a very small concentric circle to

the rosette
; also fill the fields between the rosettes (above and below

the horizontal axis of plan) with secti-curvilinear units.

Lx. ...—Dictation : Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals and diameters.

i^ ill the square with a conventionalized top view of a flower or sprig, bearing
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four elliptical leaves
;
place the leaves on the diagonals of the plan, with

points of blades touching corners of plan. The margins of the adjacent leaves

are juined one to the other, by short lines cur^ang inwards, touching points

1 unit distant from centre of plan. A concentric circle ^ unit diameter re-

presents the top or end of flower stalk, or stem. Within the square, draw

two concentric circles of 8 and 6 units diameter.

Strengthen the lines of the ornament. Represent the ring as underlying

the leaves.

(a) Repeat Ex., add graduated midribs to the leaves, and tint or half-tint

the ground of the pattern.

£x 3.—Copy the drawing of the sprig bearing five elliptical leaves, being care-

ful to represent the natural mode of growth in joining the leaves to the stem,

etc.

Add the shade Lines, assuming the source of light to be at the left.

(.') Make conventionalized drawings of the same sprig, or of one of your

own selection.

Vxr.v. U.

Ex. 1.—Dictation:—'Sketch an oblong 4 by 12 unit, di\'ide it into squares of

4 units side, and sketch the horizontal diameter of plan and the upright

diameter of the squares. On this plan copy the border pattern, using any

guide points required to aid in fixing the position of the lines of the unit

of the pattern.

(a) Repeat Ex., use small circles as filling to be placed on the ground be-

tween the units of the pattern above and below the axis of the plan.

Half tint the ground of the border.

Ex. 2.—Dictation : -Sketch a square of 8 units side, its diagonals, diameters,

an inscribed circle, and a diagonal square with corners 2 units from centre

of plan. Copy the radial design.

(n) Repeat the Ex., tint the form enclosing the radial design, sketch a

concentric circle of \ unit diameter, and a concentric square with cor-

ners on diameter of plan, 6 units from its centre.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawing of the upright view of the milk-pitcher.

Hints :—Sketch the vertical a-xis of indefinite length and on it mark height

of pitcher. Through these points sketch a horizontal line, and on tlie upper

one mark ^vidth of rim (omitting lip and handle) ; from eacli of these points

sketch a vertical line downwards to meet the base. On the axis mark

height of parts. Sketch all necessary horizontal guide lines and on these

mark width of parts, of neck,body,base, (kc. Sketch curves on the left, then on

the right ; then add details, such as the lip and liandle, or ornamental

bands, (fee.

{") Using a pitcher as a model, decide upon tlie unit of measurement and

then make drawing of its upright view.
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Pagk 15.

£'^- -/.—Dictation :—Sketch an oblong 4 by 12 units, divide it into squares of

4 units side ; sketch the horizontal diameter of the plan arjd the upright

diameter of the squares. On this plan draw a border pattern by repeating

horizontally as unit, a circle of 4 units diameter, so that each succeeding

circle shall overlap the one immediately preceding by one-half its horizontal

diameter.

(rt) Repeat the Ex., omitting the tilling, and inscribe in each of the

circles a square.

Ex 2.—Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals and diameter. Ct)py

the pattern.

(a) Repeat the Et. Balance 4 small circles on the diameter of the plan,

and place one of the same size in the centre of the pattern. Half-tint

with horizontal lines the uncovered surface of the inscribed square, and

add the graduated midribs to the leaf-foi-ms or blades.

Ex. 3.—Copy the vase form.

{(t) Make a drawing 2 or 3 inches high of the upright view of a vase or

bottle placed upon the teacher's desk. First determine what part of

the vase shall be assumed as the unit of measurement, with which to

compare the length of all other lines in the object.

Page 16.

Ex. 1—Assuming the unit of measurement to be one inch in this case, sketch

an oblong, 1 by 3, divide it into squares of one inch side ; sketch the hori-

zontal diameter of the oblong and the upright diameters of the squares.

On this plan copy the border pattern, composed of conventionalized leaves

and fruit.

{a) Repeat the Ex., and repi'esent the side leaves as overlying the middle

leaf.

Ex. 2.—Sketch the plan of 2 inches side, including the guide lines. On this

plan sketch carefully the quarter of the pattern and complete the entire

pattern by means of transfer paper. Here the teacher may give a lesson

on the method of transfer, using all the mechanical aids necessary.

(«) Repeat the Ex., and fur a centrepiece use a small circle or a modified

square.

Ex. 5.—Copy the Ex.

{(() Make a drawing, 2 inches high, of some curved model placed upon

teacher's desk.

Pa(;k 17.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 l)y 3 inches, divided into s(juarcs of one inch side, copy

the border pattern composed of the conventionalized clover leaf.

{a) Repeat the Ex., ur-ing ;i ditierejit sluiped three-lobed leaf.
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Ex. S.—Sketch an ellipse with diameters H and 2 inches and fill the upper half

with a bilateral ornament, using as elements conventionaliz'^d leaves and

vines, the latter in scroll form.

(a) Repeat Ex. Strengthen the circumference of the ellipse and half-

tint with horizontal lines the ground of the pattern.

Ux. 3.—Copy the upright views of the can and the cup.

(a) Make drawings two inches high of a group of two objects placed on

teacher's desk.

Pack 18.

Ex. i. — On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, divided into squares of 1 inch side, copy

the border pattern composed of a conventionalized three -lobed leaf, placed

in right oblique position.

(o) Repeat Ex., placing the leaves or units of the pattern in left slant

position.

Ex. 2.—Dictation : Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals and diam-

eters. Inscribe within the square a circle, trisect its circumference, and

join these points of division by straight lines to form an inscribed triangle.

Bisect each side of the triangle, and with these points as centres sketch a

semicircle curving outwards, and touching the circumference of the in-

scribed circle. Finish the exercise.

('») Repeat Ex., omitting the smaller semicircles, the smaller triangle,

and the base of each of the larger semicircles. Fill the trefoil with a

radial design, using a small circle for a centre piece, and a convention-

alized clover leaf for repeating units.

Ex. >.—Copy the upright view of the coffee-pot.

( ') Make drawing, 2 inches high, of similar object, and add ornamental

bands and other details suggested and approved by teacher. Enlarge

the drawing to three, four, or twelve times its size on the black

board.

Pa(;k 19.

Ex. l.— ()n a plan, 1 by 3 inches, divided into squares of one inch side,

draw a border pattern l)y repeating horizontally (as before) the convention-

alized top view of a four-petalled flower.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground of the pattern.

£x. 2.—Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals and diameters. Copy

the pattern.

{(() Repeat the Ex., omitting the concentric squares. Fill the; (juatrefoil

with a radial design, using the kite-shaped form as a unit to be re-

peated on the diagonals of the plan, and modified in shape to fill the

]icld.
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Ex. 3.—Copy the diawiiigs of the uup aiul saucer.

(rt) Make drawings, H inches high, of a grouj), composed of a 'ixjwl

and a saucer.

Pack 20.

/-.'.'. /.— <)ii a ])hui 1 l)y 3 inches, divided into squai'es of 1 inch side, draw a

border 2)attei-n, l)y repeating horizontally a circular shield of 4 units dia-

meter, each succeeding one ovei-la])ping the one immediately preceding, hy i

its diameter. Represent these forms as strung on a cord one unit in

diameter. (Study the copy.)

(a) Repeat Ex., reversing the overlapping.

Ex. 2.— Sketch an ellipse with diameters 1 i and 2 inches, with longer diameter

upright, and fill the upper half with a bilateral design, composed of highly

conventionalized leaf forms.

Hints : Sketch in very light line diameters and circumference of ellipse

;

mark positions of points of leaf forms, salient angles ; sketch the curves re-

presenting margins ; transfer the position of these guide points from left to

right side of circumference of the ellipse, by means of light horizontal lines
;

sketch curves on right ; strengthen lines of pattern.

{a) Repeat Ex., using leaves with outer margins modified by one serra-

tion or re-entrant angle.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawing of the tea-kettle, observing that the body is based

upon a circle, and the lid upon a semicircle.

(a) ]\Iake drawing of upi'ight view of some other kettle, or of the same

with a different shaped spout.

Paoe 21.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, divided into squares of 1 inch side, draw a

Ixtrder pattern, composed of ciix-ular and elliptical links, disposed in tl;e

form of a chain. The circular links are 1 inch in diameter, ^ inch thick,

and they touch each other.

Tlie eUij)fic(il links are -|- inch thick, 1 inch in longer diameter and ^ inch in

shorter diameter :—the links touch one ani)ther.

(a) Repeat Ex., and tint the ground of the pattern.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a scpiaie of 2 inches side, its diagonals' diameters, an inscribed

square, and a concentiic diagonal scpiare \ inch within the inscribed

sipiare. Sketch the double quatrefoil as an enclosing figure, and till

it with a radial design, using a circle \ inch diameter for a centrepiece,

and the modified kite-shaded unit for repetition on the diagonals of the

plan,

(f') Rej)oat Ex. « On eacli r(!peating unit draw a similar (me ; on the dia-

meters of plan balance four small i-ircles, and sketch a circle of the

same size in the centre of plan for a centrepiece.
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Ex. 3.— Sketch the necossary I'oustruftiou or guide Huos, and eopy the draw-

ings of the pitcher and bowl, ^^'hat is the proportion of M'icU.h of neck of

pitcher to its height ; of width of base to lieight of bowl ; to width of l)owl

at rim 1 etc.

[(i) Make drawings 2 inches Ingli, of a similar group of familiar objects.

Page. '2-1

Ex. 1.— On a plan 1 by 3 inches, (Uvided into S(i[uare.s ot" | incli side, copy

the border pattern composed of interlacing heart-shape forms.

For hints, see plate X.

(rt) Repeat Ex., and tint the pattern, omitting the half-tint on the ground.

E.C. ;?.— Sketch construction lines, mai'k propoi-tions, and copy the left half of

the vase.

(«) Repeat Ex. Complete the outline of the vase, and ]>lace a naiTow

ornamental l)and about neck of vase.

E.c 3.—Make a drawing of a sprig of a plantain, beaiing ti\e leaves, one

terminal, the others arranged alternately on stem.

[n) Repeat Ex , conventionalizing the leaves, and representing tlie stem as

straight.

Page 23.

Ex. 1, 2 and 3.

Retaining the relative positions of the figures and letters on the page,

sketch plans 5 units wide, using any mechanical aids necessary.

On these plans sketch the Ex.

{a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint theground between the figures;tint the letters

in the next exercise ; and half-tint the letters in the last exercise, with

right slant lines.

Page 24.

Treat the exercises as suggested on page 23.

Note (a) The exercises on iigures and letters may be enlai-ged on the

Black Board, and finished in colors by means of colored crayon.

(Ji) !Many of the border patterns and ornaments may be enlarged on

Black Board by pupils, and finished in harmonious colors approved by

the teacher.

BOOK IV.

Page 1.

Ex. 1.—Sketch an oblong 1 by 2.1^ inches; divide it into oblongs ^ inch wide.

Sketch in very light lines the upright diameters of the oblongs and the

horizontal diameter of the plan, and any other guide lines required to aid

in placing the unit of the pattern. On this plan sketch the design suitable

for an iron crest or railing.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and half-tint the ground with horizontal lines.
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Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketcli a square ot' 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters, an inscribed circle,

an inscribed square, also a square inscribed within the circle with corners

on diagonals of the enclosing square. Fill the central field with a rosette,

using two concentric circles for a centre piece and a conventionalized bud

for repeating units on the diameters of the plan. Fill the field between the

buds with a curvilinear form, placed on the diagonals of the plan. Add the.

shade lines.

{(i) Erase the part of the side of the diagonal squai-e seen within the

square upon its diameters. Fill the enclosing form, thus resulting

(based upon the two squares) u-ith the rosette. Add a curved projection

to the outer side of the curvilinear forms, thus converting them into

highly conventionalized three-lobed leaves. Sketch a graduated mid-

rib in each of the leaf-forms.

£j'. 3—Make a drawing of a hat with the nearest side of rim turnetl up
against the crown.

Hints : Sketch, free hand, three ellipses ; first one, for top of crown; second

one for the crown where it joins the rim, and the third one for general out-

line of rim. Modify each of these to meet the requirements of the case and
sketch the slant lines of crown and the band, etc.

(a) Sketch your own hat placed with crown downwards, or in any other

position preferred.

Page 2.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 2 by 6 (| inch unit), divided into squares of 2 units side,

draw a border pattern by repeating a conventionalized heart-shaped leaf as

follows :—Place the first leaf on the right slant diagonal with point of blade

touching the upper right corner of first square ; the second leaf on the left

slant diagonal, with point of blade touching the lower right corner of the

second square, etc., etc. See that the mode of growth is suggested by the

treatment of the stem of the leaf.

{fi) Repeat the Ex., reversing the relative position of the leaves, or con-

ventionalize a heart-shaped leaf and repeat it in positions to suit your

own fancy, subject to the approval of the teacher.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters, an inscribed circle,

Within the circle inscribe two interlacing squares. Fill the central field

with a rosette, using a quatrefoil as a centrepiece and a conventionalized

elliptical-shaped leaf as a unit to be repeated on the diameters of the plan.

On the diagonals of the plan, balance four squares of 1 inch side, with

inner corners of each almost touching the foliations or curves of the centre-
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and two vertical lines passing under the lea\'es.

(a) Repeat Ex., using a small ring for a centrepiece.

£x. 3.—Make a drawing, 2 inches high, of the upright view of a tumbler

with fluted sides. The tumbler is placed below the level of the eye, so that

by proportional measurement, the fore-shortened diameter appears just ^-

the length of the horizontal diameter.

Hints : Sketch vertical axis ; on it mark height of tumbler. Through these

two points sketch horizontal lines of indefinite length ; mark the length of

the diameters of the ellipses forming the ends of the tumbler. Sketch the

ellipses and the side lines tangential to the circumference of the ellipses.

Sketch the details, strengthen the shade lines and add the shade and shadow.

(«) Make a drawing, 2 inches high, of the tumbler placed below the level

of the eye, so that the fore-shortened diameter of the top of tumbler

appears just half the length of the horizontal diameter.

Pace 3.

K.f. I.—On a plan 1 by 3 inches, divided into squares of one inch side, copy

the border pattern, Ijy i-epeating the highly conventionalized heart-shape leaf

horizontally,
J
of an inch apart.

(a) Repeat Ex. Fill part of the ground between the units of the pattern,

by recticui'vilinear forms, with sides parallel and equidistant to those of

the containing field. On each unit of the pattern and ^L inch within,

sketch a similar unit.

Ex. 2—Dictation : Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters,

and an inscribed circle. Fill the central field with an ornament, using a

small diagonal scjuare for a centre-piece ; a conventionalized elliptical-shape

leaf for repetition upon the diameters of the plan ; and a very small conven-

tionalized bud (Imll) repeated upon the diagonals of the plan. Sketch a

small concentric circle within the centre-piece, and strengthen the shade

lines.

(«) Repeat Ex., interchanging the positi(jn of the repeating units ; or fill

the field with a geometric pattern, using the kite-shaped unit, modified

in outline, a small circle, straight line and dot as elements.

Ex. 3.—Copy the exercise :

Sketch tlie necessary construction lines, mark proporticjns and sketch out-

line, and add details.

(«) Make a drawing 2 inches high of similar vessels, so placed that the

foreshortened diameter of the rim (top) appears | the length of the hori-

zontal diameter.
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pAfJE 4.

E.!-. 1.—Oil a plan 1 by 3 inches, c]i^ ided into squares of 1 incli side, copy

the border pattern, by repeating the highly conventionalized heart-shape

leaf horizontally, Jg- of an inch apart.

(rt) Kepeat the Ex. Modify the tilling so as to represent a highly con-

ventionalized bud, supported by a very slender detached stem.

Ex. 2.— Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals and diameter. Copy
the interlacing riband pattern. Add the shade lines and the shade on the

bands.

(«) Repeat Ex. Fill the central field with a rosette of eight ovoid forms,

using a small circle for a centre-piece.

Ex. 3.— Copy the drawing of the trowel. Sketch guide lines and mark pro-

portions of blade and handle ; then sketch outline.

(a) Repeat Ex., reversing position from right slant to left slant.

If possible use a trowel or some other tool, as a model from which to

obtain the facts of form and propoi'tion.

Page 5.

Ex: 1.—Dictation :

Sketch an oblong, 1 Ijy 3 inches ; divide it into squares of 1 inch side, and

draw in light line their upright diameters.

Trisect the width of the plan, and from the lowest point of division sketch a

horizontal line full length of plan.

Guided by these lines, copy the border pattern, composed of two rows of con-

ventionalized heart-shaped leaves, one in front or al)Ove the other.

(a) Repeat Ex., reversing the position of the units of the pattern.

Half-tint the ground.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a square of two inches side, its diagonals and diameters, and

an inscribed circle. Copy the endless riband pattern. Add the shade

lines and the shade.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and nil the central field witli a small concentric

circle and eight radial lines—those on the diameters of plan double

the length of those on the diagonals of plan.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawings of the mallet and the chisel.

(«) Make two or more drawings, using similar objects as models.

Study the appearance and proportions of the model, holding it succes-

sively in different positions, also making a sketch of it in each of these

positions.

Page 6.

Ex. 1 —Sketch an oblong 1 by 3 inches, divide it into squares of 1 inch side,

and draw its horizontal diameter.
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On this plan copy the border pattern by repeating horizontally in right slant

position a conventionalized bud,—each preceding bud overlies the stem cf

the Ijud immediately following.

(a) Repeat Ex., reversing position of the buds, i >'., })laring them in left

slant position.

Kc 2.—Dictation: Sketch a square of 12 units side (unit \ inch), and divide

it into spares of one unit side. On this plan balance four squares of 3

units side, with inner corner of each 3 diagonals from centre of plan ; also

four squares of 1 unit side, with inner corner of each 4 diagonals from

centre of plan. Produce the inner vertical sides of these squares in the upper

part of the plan to ineet the corresponding sides of the squares in the lower

part of the plan ; also produce the inner horizontal sides of the squares in

the left of the plan to meet the corresponding side of the squares in the

right of the plan ; interlace these bands. Sketch two concentric squares,

one with each of its corners 4 units, and the other with its corners 5 units

from centre of plan \ interlace the intersecting bands.

Pill the central field with a rosette of eight ovoid forms (or with top view of a

flower.)

(rt) Repeat the Ex., using an eight-pointed star for a centre-piece.

E.i\ -A—Copy the drawing of the kettle.

{(i) Make drawing 2 inches high of upright view of a kettle, so placed

that the foreshortened diameter of the rim appears by proportional

measurement to be about | that of the horizontal diameter.

Page 7.

Ex. 1.—On a plan 1 hj 3 inches, divided into squares of 1 inch side, draw a

border pattern by repeating horizontally, ^- inch apart, in a left diagonal

position, a conventionalized bud with base downwai'ds. Reading from left

to right, the stem of each preceding bud, by a natural curve, passes under

the central part of the bud immediately following. Finish by half-tinting

the expose! corolla by lines parallel with the axis of the bud.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground, with horizontal lines ; omit the

half-tint of the corolla.

Ex. 2.—Dictation :—Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters,

and an inscribed circle. Fill the circle with two interlacing squares and the

central held of the plan with a rosette, using a circle of \ inch diameter for

centre-piece and an elliptical-shaped leaf as a unit to be repeated on both

diagonals and diameters of the plan, with the points of the leaves touching

the sides of the containing field.

(rt) Repeat the Ex. Join the ends of the leaves by straight lines, thus

forming an octagon, enclosinjc the rosette.
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Ejc.. J. —Copy till? (lr;i\viiii( of tlie siiucvpan, obsorvliig that tho foreshortened

diameter is about | the leii>,'th of the horizontal diameter of the elUpse

forming the outUne of the rim, and that tlie handle makes an angle of al)out

A') degrees with the vertif;d axis of tlie saucepan.

(rt) Using a saucepan as a model, place it (with the handle to the left) in

such a position that the foreshortened diameter shall be aljout ^ the

length of the horizontal diameter of the ellipse at top. Assume the

height of the object, the unit of measurement. If saucepan be not ob.

tainable, make some other model the subject of study.

Page. 8.

£x. 1.—Sketch an oblong 1 by 3 inches, divide it into squares of 1 inch side
;

sketch the diameters of these S(|uares and any otiier guide lines required to

aid in the construction of the border. On this plan cojjy the border pattern

composed of a conventionalized bud repeated horizontally in an upright

position.

(a) Repeat Ex., slightly modifying the foi-m of the conventionalized bud.

In the field between the buds place a conventionalized spherical bud

supported by a slender stem.

Ex. 2.—Fill a square of 2 inches side with the top view (slightly convention-

alized) of a plant bearing 8 ovate leaves. Looking at the leaves from the

centre of the plan, each leaf has a portion of the right half of the blade

over, and a portion of the left half of the blade under the adjacent leaves, i.e.,

the adjacent leaves overlap from left to right. The points of the leaves

touch the enclosing square at ends of its diameters and diagonals.

(a) Repeat Ex., reversing the order in which the leaves overlap, and

using a sprig of a plant as a model.

Ex. 3.—Make drawing, 1 inch high, of a wide-mouth glass jar partly filled with

li<juid, and of an ink bottle with cork in position, so placed that the fore-

shortened diameter of top appears about ^- the length of the horizontal dia-

meter. Assume the height to be the unit of measurement. Compare width

of rim with height of jar, height of neck, with width of rim, or with

height of jar, kc, &c. Having sketched the objects, study carefully

the character and position of the lines to represent the curved, the up-

right, the horizontal features of the drawings.

(rf) Make drawings, 2 inches high, of the same or of similar objects, placed

in positions at pleasure or approved of by teacher. Study very care-

fully their appearance and proportions before beginning to draw.

Pack 9.

E.i\ 1.—Sketch an oblong, 1 by 3 inches, divide it into squares of 1 inch side
;

sketch their diameters in very light lines, and any other guide lines re-

quired to aid in placing the unit of the pattern. Copy on this plan the

Greek moulding (the egg and dart moulding).
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((() On a plan, 1 In' 3 inclifs, draw a IxudtT pattci'n by i( jicating lioii-

zuntally a unit conipusetl of four semicircles and four quadrants.

E.C. 2.—Sketch a squaie of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters, and an in-

scribed cii'cle. Fill the circle with a design, u;;ing for a centre-piece two

small concentric circles ; for repetition on. the diagonals (<;l)li(|ue diameters

of circle), a conventionalized oval-shaped, le.if ; for repetition on the diam-

eters of plan (the upright and horizontal diameters of circle), a convention-

alized bud. Half-tint the exposed corolla "with lines parallel with the axiii

of the bud. Sketch the graduated midrib of the leaves. In this

design neither the stems of the leaves nor those of the buds are shown.

(a) Repeat Ex., and reverse the order of repetition, and of superposition

of leaves and buds.

Ex. 3. -Make a drawing, 2 inches high, of the \ipright view of a vase (no

perspective effect), and of a jar, | the height of vase, placed slightly to the

right and partly behind the vase. Assume the height of the vase as the

unit of measurement. Draw from the object.

(«) Make perspective drawings of these objects, assuming them to be so

situated that the foreshortened diameter of top (rim) shall be h the

length of the horizontal diameter—the objects to be placed in front of

the pupil and below the level of the eye.

Paoe 10.

E.I-. 1.—On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, divided into squares of 1 inch side, copy

the border pattern, the unit of the pattern being a conventionalized sprig

bearing leaves and berries.

Hints : Sketch the horizontal diameter of the plan, the midribs of the leaves,

and the leaves ; sketch the fruit and their stems. Correct the sketch ; add

the border lines.

(rt) Repeat the Ex., omitting the stems of the fruit and using ovate

leaves with short stems, instead of the leaves in the copy.

Ex. 2.—Dictation : Sketch centrally a Greek cross, with its re-entrant angles

\ inch from centre of plan ; the length of its .irms from its re-entrant to its

salient angles being \ inch.

Sketch centrally a similar cross with boundary lines ^^ inch within those of

the larger cross. Add the half-tint and the shade lines.

Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters, and an inscribed

circle. Bisect the .semi-diameters of the plan ; with these points as centres,

and with radius in length to suit the recjuirements of the pattern, sketch

the smaller and the larger arcs, the latter terminating in the diagonals of

the plan.

(n) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground between the pattern and the

circumference of the containinjj circle.
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Ex. 3.—Copy (lie drawing of the razor.

((') Using a razor as a model, make a draAving of it with blade opened,

making an angle of 45'^ or of 90° witli tlie handle. Study its appear-

ance and proportions in various positions.

Paok 11.

Ex. 1.—Sketch an oblong 1 by 3 inches, divide it into scjuares of 1 inch side.

Sketch the horizontal diameter of the oblong, and on this plan copy the

border pattern.

(«) Kepeat Ex., and half-tint with horizontal lines the ground of the

pattei'n ; or conventionalize a sprig of some common plant or flower,

and apply it in the constructitjn of a border pattei-n.

Ex. Q.—Sketch a square of 2 inches side, its diagonals, diameters, and inscribed

circle, and the concentric curvilinear form based upon a diagonal square.

Finish this example of Gothic tracery, and add the shade lines.

(«) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the surfaces of the live curvilinear forms.

Ex. 3. —Copy the drawing of the pincers.

(«) Using the pincers as a model, make drawings 2 inches long with

the jaws slightly open.

First sketch the necessary guide lines and ma^k the proportions.

If not obtainable, make some other model an object of study."

Pagk 12.

Ex 1.—Sketch an oblong 1 by 3 inches, divide it into squares of 1 inch side,

and draw the horizontal diameter of these squares by one continuous line.

On this plan copy the border pattern by repeating horizontally the conven-

tionalized bud.

.

Sketch one unit of the pattern veiy carefully and accurately ; then repeat it

either by freehand or transfer, a-t the pleasure of the teacher. Add the

shade lines and the border lines.

(«) In the space below, make an original design for a border pattern,

using the conventionalized bud of some familiar flower.

Ex 5.— Dictation : Sketch a square of 12 units side (unit 1 inch) its diagonals,

diameters, an inscribed circle, and two concentric squares, with corners of

the one 4, and of the other 3 diagonals from centre of plan.

Sketch two oblongs each 4 by 12 units, placed at right angles to each other ;

curve their ends ; one unit within each oblong sketch a similar one.

Interlace the square and the oblong links, add the shade and the shade lines.

{(i) Repeat Ex., placing the corners of the square on the diameters of the

plan, and the long links on the diagonals of the plan.

Ex 3.—Sketch construction lines. Mark proportions and copy the upright

views (no perspective) of the vase and tumbler. Add the ornamental bands

and other details.
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(t() Using the objects as models (if not at hand) make perspective drawings

of the group, assuming the foreshortened diameter of the top of each,

half the length of the horizontal diameter.

The height of the vase or of the tumbler may be taken as the unit of

measurement of the group, all other measurements to be compared with it.

Page 13.

j^,;,.. 2.— Sketch an oblong 1 by 3 inches, divide it into squares of one inch

side, and sketch in very light line the diameters of these squares.

On this plan draw a border pattern by repeating horizontally as the unit, a

conventionalized sprig, bearing a terminal three-lobed leaf and two

folded leaves (half leaves) on opposite sides of the stem. This unit is to

be repeated freehand. Assuming the light to be received from the upper

left corner of the plan, add the shade lines.

(a) In the space below make an original border pattern, using the con-

ventionalized sprig of a plant bearing a heart-shaped leaf.

£.i: ~.— Sketch a square of 12 units side (unit | inch), its diagonals and

diameters.

With the ends of the diameters as centres, and with the radius of such a

length as to meet the requirements of the pattern, sketch the arcs. Place a

point on the sides of the plan, one unit from ends of its diameters, and join

these points by oblique lines, thus forming the outline of one of the

tigures in the pattern.

Within this figure sketch centrally a similar one of such dimensions as re-

quired. Interlace the bands of the figures of the pattern ; strengthen the

shade lines.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground of the pattern.

U.c. 3.—Copy the perspective drawing of the silver mug, placed below the

level of the eye, so that tlie foreshortened diameter of the rim (top) shall

appear about h the length of the horizontal diameter.

(a) Using the mug or a similar one as a model, make perspective draw-

ing of it 2 inches high, the level of the eye being at half the height of

the object.

Page 14.

E.K. 1.—Dictation : Sketch au oblong 1 by 3 inches ; divide it into squares

of 1 inch side, and sketch their diameters.

On this plan draw a border pattern, illustrating the artistic effect of alterna-

ting units on a horizontal stem.

Tlie first tinit is a conventionalized pair of three-lobed leaves, with base to

the left and points disposed slightly from each other towards the opposite

sides of the plan—the leaf in the upper part of the plan partly overlaps

the one in the lower part of the plan.
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Tlie second unit, is a coaventionalized top view of a sprig of a tiowering plant,

hearing four oval-shaped leaves disposed diagonally ; rising centrally, is

the llower stock, hearing one terminal bud (hall) and four huds (halls)

set diametrically on opposite sides of the stem. The units are to he re-

peated freehand.

(ii) Using a sprig of some simple flowering plant, shruh or tree, conven-

tionalize the top view of the sprig, and of the flower, and use these as

alternating units in the construction of a border pattern, adapted to

a plan 1 by 3 units.

£x. J.—Sketch a circle of 2 inches diameter, its upright diameter, trisect

each semi-circumference, and join these points of division by diameters of

the circle. Fill the circle with a pattern consisting of three interlacing

oblong links with curved ends, using the three diameters of the circle as

the axis of the links.

The links are of ^ inch stock (material), the outer edges of each link being |

inch apart, if measured on the axis of the link crossing it.

(a) Repeat Ex., placing one of the links in a horizontal position, the

other two in oblique positions.

£x. 3.— Copy the Ex., placing the button hook above the knife. Which is

the better grouping ? Why 1

((t) ^lake two drawings of your own pocket knife—the one with blade

open at 90 degrees—the other with blade shut : one of the drawings

to be in right slant and the other in left slant position.

Page 15.

£''• 1-—Copy the border pattern, consisting of the conventionalized top view

of a sprig of a flowering plant, and of the upright view of the bud, repeated

alternately on a plan 1 by 3 inches ; the axis of the bud is horizontal, and

its top is towards the right.

(«) Conventionalize the corresponding jjarts of some well-known jjlant,

and apply them in the construction of a border pattern, to fill a jalan 1

by 3 inches.

Ex. 2.—Sketch a circle of 2 inches diameter, and its ujiright diameter ; trisect

its semi-circumference, and join these points of triseetion by diameters of the

circle, i. e., by sti-aight lines passing through its centre.

Fill the circle with a pattern consisting of three elliptical links, with pointed

ends, using the tliree diameters of the circle as the axis of the links.

The links are of ^ inch stock, the outer edges of each link being 1 inch

apart, if measured on the axis (tf the link ci-ossing it.

Fill the central field of the pattern with a circular rosette, c-omjiosed of

ovoid forms,

(a) Repeat Ex., ])lacing une of the links in a li<»i-izuntal position, the

other two in ol»Ii']u<i positions.
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Ex. 3.— Copy the drawing of the knife and fork.

(fi) Using the objects themselves as models, from which to obtain the facts

of form, make drawings, placing the objects in different positions. Study

well the appearance, relative position of objects, and their proportions

before beginning to draw

Page 16.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, copy the border pattein.

(a) Conventionalize a sprig of a plant bearing three leaves of any shape,

and repeat it as a unit three times, on a plan 1 by 3 inches, to make a

border pattern. Add the two horizontals above and below the plan.

Ex. 2.—Dictation : Sketch a circle of 2 inches diameter, its upright diameter
;

insert each semi-diameter, and number the points from 1 to 6, beginning with

the lower end of upright diameter, and passing around the circumference

towards the right.

Join these points by straight lines ; on each of these lines as base, with alti-

tude to suit the requirement of the pattern, sketch the arcs forming the

outer lines of the pattern.

With 1, Sand 5 as centres, and radius half the diameter of the circle, sketch

the three long intersecting arcs ; with same centres, and witli radius ^ inch

shorter, sketch three more intersecting ai'cs.

Sketch the six remaining arcs, interlace the bands, strengthen lines of pat-

tern, and add the shade.

(rt) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground.

E.X. 3.—Copy the perspective drawings of the basket. The right vertical in

front, and the upper horizontal in front, and the upper right retreating lines

being drawn first. Teacher explain to class on black board.

(rt) Place the basket on a square prism slightly below the level of the eye,

and to the left of spectator, and study its appearance and proportions,

then fix the position of the three controlling lines and sketch them
;

then determine their relative lengths by judgment of eye, or by propor-

tional measurement ; then finish the sketch.

Page 17.

Ex. ]

.

—Conventionalize a leaf, and a sprig of the ivy bearing two leaves.

Repeat these units alternately in the construction of a border pattern on

a plan, 1 by 3 inches. For details use the conventionalized vine and fruit,

(a) Construct a border pattern on a plan, 1 by 3 inches, using the corres-

ponding elements of some other plan as units.

Ex. 2.— Fill a circle of 2 inches diameter witli a pattern, consisting of a ring

and two curvilinear triangles interlacing one another.

Dictation : Sketch the circle, its upright diameter : tiisect each semi-circum-

ference; from each of these points as centre, witli radius | the semi-diameter,
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sketch six arcs ciii-vin<f inwards ; from the same centres, with radius ^ inch

less, sketch six arcs, thus completing the three triangles. Sketch a concen-

tric circle, with radius | the semi-diameter of the containing circle, and a

second circle, with i-adius ^ inch less. Interlace the bands and add the

details.

(n) Repeat Ex. For a centre-piece use a circle ^ inch diameter, and six

A'ery short radiating hues ; and for tilling the fields between the ring

and the triangles use smaller circles. For filling the fields between the

ring and the containing circle, use cuiwed line | inch long.

JEx. 3.— Copy the drawing of the water-pot and the spi'inkler.

Study the proportion of its various parts ; of width to its height ; of length

of spout to height of vessel ; observe the angle of the spout with side of

vessel. Make a drawing of the vessel, 12 inches high, on the black board.

Teacher indicate the guide lines required.

{a) Make a perspective drawing of a similar vessel, with spout in front,

taking the facts of form and the proportions from the object itself.

Pa(;i.: 18,

-£"•'. 7.—On a plan, '1 l)y 6 (unit 1 inch), copy the interlacing riband pattern

{see plate).

Hints : Sketch the oblong, and divide it by vertical lines into oblongs 2 units

wide.

Sketch a very light horizontal guide line near the upper and lower edges of

the plan ; on these guide lines sketch the upper and lower edges of the folds

seen in alternate oblongs on the plan of the exercise. Sketch the slant

lines representing the edges of the ribands ; interlace the bands and

strengthen the lines of the pattern.

(«) Repeat Ex., and reverse the order of superposition of the bands, i.e.,

place the left slant bands over the right slant ones.

Ex. 2.—Fill a circle of 2 inches diameter with three interlacing rings^ each

ling touching the circumference of the containing cii'cle.

Dictation : Sketch circle of 2 inches diametei*, its upright diameter, bisect

each semicircle
;
join these points by diameters of the circle.

Trisect the semi-diameters of the circle ; from the inner point of division as

centre, with radius ^ the semi-diametei', sketch three circles ; within each

draw a concentric circle, wdth radius ^ inch less ; mterlace the rings and

strengthen the shade lines.

(«) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground with horizontal lines.

E.x S.— Copy the drawing of the upright view of the hat.

(a) Repeat the Ex., using a similar hat as a model, placing it in a cor-

i'espf>nding position. Place a wide band around the crown, and cross-

hatch it by right and left slant lines.
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Page 19.

Ex. 1

.

—On a plan, 1 by 3, copy the angular running pattern.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground.

Ex. :!.—Diet. : Sketch a diagonal square on diagonals 1| inches Ion". "With

each corner of this square as centre, and with radius half length of rliuo'onal of

the square, sketch four circles touching each other in the centre of the

square.

Outside of each of these circles, sketch a concentric circle with a radius i inch

longer ; outside of each of the last circles, sketch a concentric circle, with

radius \ inch longer. Erase the smallest circle in each of these groups, and
interlace tlie four rings. About this pattern, describe a circle.

[a) Diet. : .Sketcli a circle of 2 inches diameter, its upriglit and horizontal

diameters ; bisect each semi-diameter ; with each of these points as cen-

tre, and half the semi-diameter as radius, draw a circle. Within each

of these circles draw a concentric circle with radius ^ inch less. Inter-

lace the rings.

Ex. .5. — Copy the drawing of the sieve.

(ft) Make a drawing of the sieve placed in a horizontal position, as seen

when the foreshortened diameter is about ^ the length of the horizontal

diameter of rim, or top. Faithfully represent the meshes. Study well

the appearance and proportions of a sieve placed successively in diiferent

positions, then make two or three drawings of it.

Page 20.

Ex. 1.—Sketch an oblong, 1 by .3 inches, di\'ide it into squares of 1 inch side
;

sketch their diameters, and on this plan draw a border pattern composed of

two rows of a lieart-shape form, with, point downwards, repeated horizon-

tally. The sides of the units in the front row touch each other about one

unit below the upper line of the plan, and overlie those in the haclc row.

The units of the pattern are finished in double outline, and the surfaces of the

superficial ones are half-tinted with horizontal lines.

(a) Repeat Ex., and tint the ground of the plan not covered by tlu' units

of the pattern,

Ex. 2.—Dictation :

Sketch a circle of 2 inches diameter, and fill it with a design composed of a

ring and two equilateral triangles interlacing one another.

Hints : Sketch the upright diameter of the circle ; trisect each semi-circum-

ference; join the two upper and the two lower points of division by a

horizontal line
;
join the ends of the upper hoiizontal with the lower end

of the upright diameter; join the ends of the lower horizontal line with the

upper end of the upright diameter, thus forming the two triangles. Within

each of these triangles draw a similar one. Draw a concentric ring, with

radius to meet the requirements of the pattern.
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(a) Repeat Ex., ami till the central tieUl with hexagonal i-osette or radial

design.

Ux. 3.—Copy the drawing of the bat used in playing laivn tennis,

(a) Using it as a model, make drawings of it in different positions.

Page 21.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, draw a border pattern composed of interla-

cing heart-shaped forms with points upw^ards^the left band of each succeed-

ing unit passes under the right band of the unit immediately preceding, and

the units are half-tinted.

(a) Repeat Ex., and half-tint the ground of the pattern. (See plate for

hints.)

Ex. 2.—Dictation : Sketch a square of 2 inches side ; within it sketch two

cii'cles, one with radius 1 inch ; the other with radius \ inch. Within each

of these sketch a concentric circle with radius 1 inch less. On each side of

the square as base, with radius 1 inch, sketch a semicircle curving inward
;

wdthin each of these arcs sketch a similar one with radius \ inch less.

Interlace the bands of the pattern and add the shade lines.

(a) Repeat the Ex., and half-tint the ground of pattern.

Ex. 3.—Using the Latin cross as a model, make drawings of the top, front,

and side views, preserving the relative position of the drawings seen in the

copy. See that the lines connecting the different views are neatly indicated,

(a) Repeat the Ex., with the axis of the model in a horizontal position,

the drawings to be \ inch apart, and neatly joined by the dotted con-

necting lines.

Page 22.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 by 3 inches, draw a border pattern composed of links,

with curved ends, 1 inch long and i inch wide (outside measurement), ^ inch

material. The links are placed in an upright position, 1 inch apart, and

are strung on two cords, each ^ inch diameter, interlacing them near their

upper and lower ends. The cords, by a natural curve, are made to touch

the sides of the plan midway between the ends of the links The fields be-

tween the cords and the links are filled with the top view of a plant bearing

eight ovoid leaves.

{a) Repeat Ex., and place one side of each leaf under and the other over

those of the adjacent leaves.

Ex. 2.—Fill a square of 2 inches diameter with a rosette composed of conven-

tionalized three-lobed leaves, repeated by choice on the diagonals of the

square ; the margins of the leaves nearly touch the diameters of the plan

f of an inch from centre of plan.

For a centre-piece use a ring | inch diameter, and withiii this a small concen-

tric circle.
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(a) Repeat Ex., using c-ouveutiuiiiilized leaves tVuiii some familiar flower

or plant ; balance on the diagonals between the leaves four small buds

(balls) supported on short slender stems.

Ex. 3.—Copy the drawings of the shoes.

[a) Using a shoe as a model, make one or more drawings of it placed in

different positions.

[b) Make a di-awing (from tlie object) of the side view and also of the

bottom (sole) view of shoe.

Page 23.

E.r. 1.—On a plan, 5 units wide (unit ^ inch), drawn across the page, copy

the block and Roman figures.

{a) Repeat Ex., and tint, in dark shade, the figures.

Paoe 24.

E.r. 1.—On a plan, 5 units wide (unit
J

inch), drawn across the page, copy

the Roman capitals.

(it) Repeat Ex., and half-tint those in the first field ; tint those in the

second field, and half-tint, with right slant lines, the ground of the

third field.

DRAWING BOOK—5.

Ex. 1.—Fill a circle of 3 inches diameter with a double rose. This is a double

rose conventionally represented or treated. The beauty of the flower de-

pends not only upon the repetition of the petals symmetrically around a

centre, but also upon the form of the curves in each petal. The rose, not

only from its floral beauty, but also fr-om its being the national emblem of

England, has been largely employed in ornament.

Hints : Sketch a circle of 3 inches diameter, its horizontal and vei'tical dia-

meters ; trisect each quadrant and mark the position of the re-entrant

angles or ends of outer cui-ves of petals between the curves of the petals,

either by points or by a guide circle; sketch the outer curves, then the inner

ones of the large petals. The successive stages in finishing the ornament

are easily seen by an examination of the copy.

Ex. 2.—Using the ivy leaf as a model, conventionalize it and apply it in the

construction of a rosette within a scjuare of 2 inches side. For a centre-

piece u.se a ring and place it over or under the stems of the leaves, or inter-

lace it and the stems. Graduate the ribs of the lobes of the leaf nicely and

add the shade lines.
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Page 2.

*.'.!. 1.—A Greek bordei- founded im the ellipse ;in(l the antlieiuiou (wild honey

suckle) is here given to show the graceful and artistic treatment of which

the elliptical ornament, (any ellipsi- tilled with the antlicinioii) is susceptible.

A second example of this border is given on page 3, showing a somewhat

different treatment, the leaflets and scroll lieing finished in black, to make

a strong contrast with the white ground.

These borders are given as illustrations to be copied carefully, and then to

be followed by original designs, elliptical ornaments, varied at the pleasure

of the pupil, subject to the appro^•al of the teacher.

Hints : Sketch an oblong 1 by 4 inches and divide it by vertical lines into

ol)longs 1 by 2 inches ; sketch in light line an ellipse, with its longer

diameter in a right slant or left slant position, as the case may require

;

locate the extremities of the curve lines radiating from the centre of the

ellipse or from the husk of the plant ; add the stems or scrolls with their

branches.

The application of the scroll in the various anthemion ornaments may have

been suggested by the twining character of the plant. Observe, the Imds

gradually change their character as they radiate from the centi-e, the lower

bud lieing unlike the central one.

{a) On a plan, 1 by 4 inches, make an original design for a boi'der pattern

founded on the ellipse and the horse chestnut leaf, or any other leaf of

a palmate character.

Ex. 2.—Using a sprig of any flowering plant bearing two or more leaves, buds

and flowers, and also the flower of a fuschia as models, make drawings of

them in positions suggested by the examples given in the copy.

Page 3.

Ex. i.^-(See Ex. 1, page 2.) Copy the border on a plan, 1 })y 4 inches.

(rf).Make an original border of similar proportions founded on an ellipse

and the anthemion, placing the anthemion in an upright position and

repeating it horizontally.

Ex. 2.—Make drawings of the acorn and of the leaf of the oak tree, using them

as models.

(rt) Fill a circle of 2 inches diameter with an ornament, using a group of

four acorns for a centre-piece and the oak leaf as a unit to be repeated

obliquely.

Page 4.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, 1 ]^ by 4 inches, copy the border founded upon the oval and

anthemion ; add the details or fillings to the ground of the plan not covered

by the pattern.
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(a) Repeat Ex., mudifyiug the details and also the forms of the radiating

leaves, and of the husk.

Ux 2.—Divide the field below into two equal fields by a vertical line. In

each of these fields sketch the longest ellipse possible. Fill one of these

with the folinge given ; fill the other with a sprig, bearing heart or three-

lobed leaves ; or with a sprig of the lilac or fuschia.

Page 5.

Ex. J.— On a plan, 1^ by 4 inches, copy the border.

(rt) Repeat Ex., omitting the half tint. Modify the filling by means

of superficial details, subject to the approval of the teacher.

Ex. 2.—Make drawings of the leaf and flower of the calla lily, and of the

Slower of the tiger lily, using them as models.

Hints : Sketch the axis of the stem or flower, and any other guide lines, or

guide circles or ellipses to aid in determining the shape. Mark guide points

and sketch the outline. Add the shade lines.

Pa(;e 6.

Ex. 1.—On a plan, \\ by 4 inches, copy the border pattern, composed of an

undulating vine and its branches clothed with buds and foliage. Half-tint

the ground.

{(() On a plan, l;j by 4 inches, draw an original border pattern, using

the conventionalized vine, leaf, and fruit cluster of the grape.

Ex. 2.—Using a sprig of the wild rose, make drawings of its leaf, bud and

flower. Conventionalize them, and apply these three characteristics of the

rose in the construction of a design to fill a trefoil.

(«) Repeat the exercise, introducing into the design three characteristic

features of a spi-ig of the apple or thorn apple tree.

Page 7.

A''". 1—On a plan, 1| by 4 inches, draw a border pattern based upon a vine

disposed in the shape of a reversed spiral or scroll, clothed with the conven-

tionalized top view of an eight-petalled flower, and the half of a thz'ee-

lobed leaf (profile.)

{('() Repeat the Ex., using the vine in the form of reversed spirals and
branches ; the spirals clothed with conventional flowers, and the

branches clothed with conventional buds. Half-tint the around.o

Ex. 2.—Using a sprig of the soft maple, conventionalize its leaf, and apply it

in filling a cinquefoil with a pentagonal rosette ; for a centre-piece use a

small ring containing the top view of a five-petalled flower.

Hints : Sketch the pentagon, then its produced axis of symmetry ; then the

foils or arches ; then fill the enclosing form, working from the centre out-

wards. Carefully adapt the leaf to the field it is to occupy.
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PA(iK 8.

t^x. 1.—On a plan, \\ by 4, copy the border pattern, showing the ornamental

treatment of a sj^rig of a vine, bearing a five-l(jbe(l leaf (])entagonal), and

a flower with its stem coiled once around the main vine, and a brancli

tendril disposed in a series of natural coils.

(a) On a plan, \\ by 4 inches, draw a border pattern, using the vine,

tendril, flower, leaf and bud of the convolvulus.

Ex. '2.—Conventionalize the flower, leaf, and bud of the s})i-ig in the copy,

and use these forms in filling a cinque foil. For a centre-piece use a circle.

Adapt the flower to the arched folds within the foliations of the enclosing

figure.

Pack 9.

Ex. 1.—This corner-piece is founded on a conventional leaf. It may l)e

drawn and carved in wood, or modelled in clay, and mouldeil or cast in

plaster.

Hints :—Sketch the right angle and the field to contain the ornament, then

sketch the leaf form and the corner-piece between the leaves.

Ex. 2.—This corner-piece is fovmded on a conventional vine and its branches)

the main vine being disposed in scroll form ; the branches are clothed with

a terminal leaf.

(a) Make designs for other corner-pieces, using in each at least three

characteristic features of a plant, such as the leaf, bud and flower, or

the vine, foliage and buds.

Page 10.

Ex. 1.—Make a drawing of a sprig of the cninant hush, ])earing two or more

leaves and three or more currants.

Hints:—Sketch general outline of stem of l)oth branch and fruit; then the

complete circles forming the outline of the fruit ; erase any lines or parts

of lines not retjuired ; mark place of attachment of stem to fruit. Correct

and finish the sketch.

Ex. 2.—Make a drawing of the upright view of the flower of the fuschia

suspended by its stem ; also a drawing of a sprig of the dog-rose, crab-

apple, or of any other flowering shrub, showing the top view of flower •

A'iew of the back of flower, exposing the calyx and stem attachment, buds

and leaves.

Hints :—Sketch the general position of the stem ; of its flowers, using circies

to block them in ; of its branches and buds. Correct the sketch and add

details.

Page 11.

Ex. 1.—Gives examples of fruit Ijascd u]i(iu the ellipse :
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(a) Make drawings of a sprig of the gooseberry shrub with fruit (the

outline being based upon the ellipse), showing the stem, four or five

berries, and one or two leaves.

Hints :—Sketch the general position of the stem by a single line, the axis of

the berries, the full ellipses forming the outline of the berries ; erase the

lines covered by overlying berries ; add the blossom ends and other details

of shade, etc.

(h) Make drawings of sprig of the plum or of the gage, showing the

stem, fruit and foliage.

Page 12.

Ux. 1.— Study closely the appearance and proportions of a tomato held in

front and slightly below the eye. Then make a drawing of it.

Ex. 2.—Draw a pattern or design for a carved or plaster corner-piece, using

a conventionalized vine and its branciies, the branches clothed with the pro-

file of the leaf chosen, their points looking toward the angle of the corner-

piece.

Fill the fields between the vine and its branches with recticurvilinear forms,

with boundary lines parallel with those of the containing field. Add strong

shade lines to produce the effect of relief. Half-tint the ground with hori-

zontal lines.

Page 13.

Ex. 1.—Using a hollow cylinder as a model ; (a) Make drawings of the top

and upright views
;

(h) Make drawings of the vertical section of half of the

same cylinder. Show also the top view of the same half of cylinder.

Ex. 2.—Using two screw-bolts (one with a triangular, and the other with a

square thread) as models, make drawings of the top and upright views.

Ex. 3.—Using a small bracket as a model, make drawings of the front, top,

and side views, retaining or changing the relative positions of the drawings

at the pleasure of the pupil or with the approval of the teacher.

Page U.

Ex. 1.—Study carefully the appearance and proportions of the difiei'ent visible

edges and faces of the cube in each of the positions before beginning to

sketch, using a cube as model, placed in an upright position, with its front

face parallel with picture plane ; make perspective drawings of it :
—

{a) "When placed below level of eye :— (1 ) in front
; (2) to left

; (3) to right

of the spectator.

(J))
When placed with the eye on a level with half its height :— (1) ill

front
; (2) to the left

; (3) at the right of the spectator,

(r) When placed above the level of the eye :— (1) in front; (2) at left;

(3) at the right of spectator.
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Ex. 2.—Study the proportions of the diameters of the ellipse (the apparent

form of the liiig when seen obliqnely), as in the present example. Using an
iron ring or a wooden hoop as model, placed in an upright position, make
perspective drawings of it :— (1) in front; (2) to left

; (3) to the i-ight of

spectator, with diameters proportioned as one to two. Strengthen the

circumference of the ring nearest you, with a graduated line, so as to make
the nearest part the heaviest.

Hints : (1) Sketch height
; (2) apparent width of ellipse as determined by pro-

pt)i-tional measurement
; (3) ellipse complete ; (4) graduate the strength of

the circumference from the nearest point in front to the ends of the long

diameter of ellipse,

Ex. 3.—Using an iron ring or a wooden hoop as model, placed in a horizontal

position, make perspective drawings of it :— (1) in front; (2) at the left
;

(3) at the right of the spectator.

Hints :— Sketch :

1. Height or length of ellipse.

2. Full width fi-<jm oviter to outer limits indicated.

3. Width and thickness of hoop indicated.

4. Elli2:)ses complete: («) outer ellipse of near sic U- ; (7^) inner ellipse of

near side
;
(f) outer ellipse of far side, whether left, right, above or

below.

5. Lines seen in models to be strengthened; shade and shadow to be

added.

Pa(;k 15.

Ex. 1.—Study carefully the extent to which the door is opened, the position

of the vertical edges of the door ; of the horizon ; and the magnitude of the

angles formed by the retreating edges of the door, and the horizontal edges

of the door frame. Using a door of your room as a model, make perspective

drawings of tlie door frame, and of the door wdien partly opened
; (1)

toward you
; (2) from you.

Hints :—Sketch the door frame ; then a vertical line on which to mark the

position of the near corners of the door if opened towards you ; or the far

corners if opened from you. Sketch the outline of the door and produce

the end lines (upper and lower) until they meet, thus determining the

vanishing point for all other lines in the door parallel to these.

On the upj)er edge of door (the guide line) mark the width of the left and

right stiles, and sketch them ; on the inner ed'^e of the left stile mark width

of the top, middle (or lock-rail), and bottom rails, and sketch them ; on the

inner eflge of the top rail mark width of the mounting and sketch it.

Strengthen the lines of panels required and add the details.
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Ex. 2.—Using a vase as a model, make perspective drawings of it in an up-

right position :— (1) with base above the level of the eye, so that the dia-

meters of the base are proportioned as 1 to 2
; (2) with rim below level of

the eye, so that its diameters appear proportioned as 1 to 2.

Note :— The illustrations on page 16 to 23 inclusive, are not to be copied,

but to be suggestive in grouping objects.

Set up groups of from two to three objects, and make diawings of tlie groups

large enough to fill the space allotted on the page. Make large-sized draw-

ings of one or more of the objects on the black-board, or on a sheet of

papei-.

Page 24.

Ex. 1.—Examples of the block letters in outline, drawn :

—

{a) On a horizontal plan—letters all of one height.

(h) On a plan arched upwards '

(c) On a plan arched downwards "

The shade lines are strengthened to give relief to the outline.

Ex. 2.—Examples of letters drawn from models placed to the left of and

slightly above the level of the eye. («) On a plan diminishing in width

from left to right, the upper edge of plan being horizontal.

The right faces of letters, showing their thickness, are darkened.

Ex. 3.—Also gives examples of letters drawn from models placed to the right,

and slightly above the eye. («) On a plan increasing in width from left

to right, the lower edge of plan being horizontal.

The lower faces of the letters, showing their thickness, are darkened.

Note.—Draw the plans, and copy the letters, first, in outline ; second, with

perspective effect.

BOOK VI.

Pace 1.

I'r(>}>. 1.—Make drawings, iirst from tlie model and then from memory, of

the top and upright views of the following objects :—A square, hollow cylin-

der, square prism resting centrally on a square plinth, a spool, a bottle,

a nail, a screw, the relative positions of the drawings at times being

changed.

Prob. 2.— Enlarge the gitmp (copy) on the Ijlackboard.

Page 2.

Proh. 1.—Make three combined views (working drawings) of an o})]ong

bench or tal)le, first from inodel, then fi-om memory.

Proh. 2.—Make a perspective drawing of tlie same object placed slightly l)elow

the level of the eye (1), in parallel perspective (2), in angular ])ersi)ective.
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Page 3.

Proh. 1.—Make three perspective drawings of an upright square post, a sta-

ple bearing a ring secured to the front face (1), sliowing tlie front and

right faces (2), the front and left faces (3), the top, front and right

faces of the post.

Proh. 2.—Set up a group of objects, using a book, cube, and bottle, and make

a perspective drawing of the group :

—

(1) "With the rim of the top of bottle on a level with the eye.

(2) With the upper edge of cube on a level with the eye.

(3) With the upper edge of book on a level with the eye.

In each drawing, sketch horizontal line, sejDarating the ground from the

back ground. The height of the group must not exceed 3 inches.

Part 4.

Prob. 1.—Make three freehand perspective drawings of the frame cube,

placed slightly below the level of the eye, (1) showing the top, front and

right faces, (2) the top, front and left faces, (3) the frame cube being

tipped to or from you ; left or right of a vertical.

Proh. 2.—Set up a group, using any two or three of the following objects :

a cylinder, square prism, sphere, book, ink bottle, and vase, and make

a perspective drawing of the group. Set up a different group or re-group

the same objects and make a drawing of this group.

Page 5.

Proh. 1.—Make perspective drawings of a book, placed so as to show the fol-

lowing :

(1) Top, front and I'ight end.

(2) Top, front and left end.

(3) End, back and right side.

(4) End, back and left board.

Proh. 3.—Make freehand perspective di-awings of a double cross, placed

slightly below level of the eye.

(1) In front, (2) left of, (3) right of spectator.

Pa(;k 6.

1. Set up a group from 6 to 12 or moi-e feet from you, using any two or more

of the following objects :^cone, sphere, cylinder, open box, and make free

hand perspective drawings of the grou]) :

(1) With level of eye at one-third height of cylinder.

(2) At two-thirds height of cylinder.

(3) Showing top of cylinder and open box ; separate the ground from

the back ground.
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2. Set up a group, using any two or three of the following objects :—Bottle,

tumbler, open box, wide mouth earthen, or glass, or stone jar, tin pan.

Make drawings of the group.

3. Re-group the objects, placing them in different positions, and draw the

group.

Page 7.

1. Phice on the top of a table, or any other support, a group, using a cube,

cy Under, and square plinth. Make a drawing of the group, including the

table.

2. Re-group the objects. Make a drawing of the group, omitting the table and

using the line representing the edge of the cube as the unit of measurement.

3. Set up a group, using a bottle, a short hollow cylinder, and a rectangular

block, containing a scarf. Place the rectangular object between or behind the

curved objects. Make a drawing of the group. Separate the ground from the

back ground.

Paoe 8.

1. Set up a group of two or three books differing in size and shape, one being

open, the others closed. Make a drawing of the group.

2. Re-group the objects and sketch the group.

3. Make a drawing of a flower pot placed centrally on a square plintli, the

group being placed slightly below level of the eye.

4. Tip the flower pot over so as to expose its base. Sketch the group.

Page 9.

1. Using a sprig of the butter cup, or of any familiar flowering plant, as a

model, conventionalize the foliage, bud and flower, and apply these three

forms in the construction of two or three border designs suitable for the

decoration of a tea cup or saucer. Show one inch in lengtli of each of the

lx>rder patterns.

2. Show the application of two of three border patterns on the upright view

of a tea cup.

3. Place a tea cup within a saucer, and make a drawing of the group.

4. Place the cup on its side within tlie saucer, and make a drawing of the

group, its height not to exceed 2 inches.

Page 10.

1. Make three rough freehand sketches of a plain cottage, barn or stable

showing (1) the front, (2) front and right end, (3) front and left end of the

building, height of walls to be represented by a line 2 inches long, other

proportions to be read from the object, the eye being on a level with half

the height of wall; the foreground to be shown, measuring vertically one inch

or half heiffht of wall.
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Page 11.

1. Make three sketches of the same building, showing (1) the end, (2) one end

and riglit side, (3) one end and left side, and any artificial objects or natural

objects in the vicinity, such as fences, trees, shruV)V)ery, I'oads and gates.

Other conditions being the same as in the previous exercise, follow the

hints given on model drawing.

Pa(;k 12.

1. Sketcli a waggon, cait, or cutter ; bring it to school. If it meets with the

approval of the teacher, copy it into the drawing book.

2. Take a ^alk down to the river, lake or pond, and make a sketch of a jjunt,

row or sail boat ; bring it to school and copy it into the drawing book.

Pace 13.

1. Make drawings of a watch placed in at least three different positions.

2. Sketch t!ie side view and also a perspective view of a gas or lamp bracket

;

bring it to school and copy it into the drawing book.

Pa(;e U. .

1. Copy the example of Gothic tracery.

2. Design some modification, of the Gothic tracery.

3. Fill a circle of 3 inches diameter with the conventionalized top view of a

pink. Introduce into the design black, white, light and dark gray.

4. Pill a square of 2 inches diameter with the conventionalized top view of

a sprig of the catnip, placing by choice the larger leaves on the diagonals

and the smaller leaves on the diameters of the enclosing figure.

Fi(j. 15.— 1. Copy the design, reducing it to 2 inches diameter.

2. Pill a circle with some modification of the design, and tell whether it is

more or less beautiful than the copy.

3. Copy this design, studying veiy closely how variety is produced by a con-

trast of colors, or by the separation of different forms by different colors

as black, white, light or dark gray. Before using any colors, bind the

units together by a larger centre-piece.

4. Construct an enclosing figure founded upon two intersecting squares, of 2

inches side. Pill it with the kite-shaped unit modified in outline, as seen

on page 15. AVithin each of the square fields insci-ilje a circle, and fill

the circles with different units or designs, illustrating the principle of al-

ternation. Omit the contrast of coloi-s.

Fiij . 16.— 1. Make a sketch at home, or at school, from a sprig of the pear

tree, sho%ving fruit and foliage. Copy the sketch carefully in the drawing

book.

Hints :—Sketch :

(1) The stem, then its hianches.

(2) Tlio axis of the fiuit.

(1) Block in the general mass
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(2) Block ill the parts of tho mass, such as the stem and its bi'aiiclies

—

the axis of the fruit.

(3) Sketch the outUiie of the foliage and fiuit.

(4) Strengthen the lines seen in the group ; erase those not seen, and

strengthen the lines in the drawing.

2. Make a sketch at home, or where convenient, of a sprig of an apple tree,

showing brancli, foliage, and fruit. Correct tlie sketch, and copy it in the

drawing book.

Pace 17.

1. Make a sketch from a sprig of any plant, shrub, or tree, showing branch

and foliage : the whole leaf, folded leaf, twisted leaf, two overlapping leaves.

Correct the sketch, and copy it into the drawing book.

2. Make a drawing of a s^^rig of the 2>lum or gage tree, showing stem, foliage,

and fruit.

Page 18.

1. Make a drawing of your own left hand closed, with back upwards. Show

also a part of your coat-sleeve and cuff.

2. Make a drawing from your left hand, supine (palm upwards), fingers ex-

tended. Show also a portion of the shirt-cuff and coat-sleeAe.

Page 19.

1. Copy the right index (hand with first finger extended, the other fingers

folded on palm of hand, with thumb overlying).

2. Make a drawing of your left index.

3. Make a di'awing at home of one or more fowl ; show also any objects in

close proximity, such as a small tree, hen coop, straw hat with nest of

eggs, rail or picket fence, etc. Copy the sketch in drawing book, if the

drawing meets with the approval of the teacher.

Page 20.

1. Sketch a perspective view of a rectangular block of stone or ice, placed

slightly below the level of the eye, showing the t(»p, front, and right

faces. Represent the nearest upright edge by a line one inch long. Copy

the drawing in the drawing book.

2. Study closely the character of the lines which will most readily and faith-

fully express the character of the surface of a block of ice, or block of

polished stone, or time-worn rock.

3. Make a sketch of a rude stake or spar, water-worn and scraggy, standing

in a pool of still water in front of you. Show also a rope or chain tied

around the spar midway between the upper end of tlie spar and the sur-

face of the water.

4. Make a drawing of a smooth cylindrical post, standing upright in a pool

of water, agitated by a slight breeze. Show also a small staple and a ring

fastened into the post a short distance below its upper end.
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Study carefully the charactei-s of the difierent lines requisite to faithfully

i-epresent the surface, whether rough, scraggy, or smooth.

Paok 21.

1. Make a drawing at home, or where most convenient, of a canary, or other

l)ird, perched upon a l>ranch. Observe cai'efully position of head, tail and
wings, or make a drawing of a stuffed bird.

2. Using two shells as models, one a univalve, the other a bivalve, make
drawings from each, placed in different positions.

Page 22.

1. Copy the group (the boy and the frog). First block in the group
; (2) the

individual objects, each by an ellipse
; (3) outline roughly each object

; (4)

correct and finish the outline.

2. Represent a little boy or girl thoughtfully engaged in the examination of

a bird's nest containing three eggs.

3. Represent a little boy and girl standing near each other on opposite sides

of a small gate.

4. Represent a boy scaling a three rail or picket fence by a high jump.

5. Copy the drawing of the boy and hoop.

6. Sketch from the objects, or from memory, a young lady and gentleman

playing a game of croquet, or two boys playing a game of football.

Paok 23.

1

.

Copy the drawing of the boy and fishing net.

2. Represent two boys playing a game of lawn tennis, or a game of baseball.

3. Represent a boy jumping over a horizontal bar
;
{a) when approaching the

bar
;

(h) when vertically over the bar
;

[c) when on the ground the far

side of the bar.

4. Copy the drawing of the cat.

5. Make a drawing of a cat, or of a cat and dog ; bring the drawing to school

for the approval of the teacher ; if satisfactory, make an enlarged drawing

of it on the blackboard during the drawing lesson.

Page 24.

1. From a sprig of the maple as a model, make drawings showing the branches

and foliage.

2. Conventionalize the leaf of the maple, and form a bilateral ornament to fill

an ellipse of 1| and 2 inches diameter, placing the whole leaf on the verti-

cal axis, and the half leaves laterally. Secure the stems by a ring.

3. Copy the drawing of the Canadian beaver and his favorite surroundings,

suggesting his natural habits.
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(c), variety produced by a contrast of colors as well as by a contrast of forms

(d), the principle of repose in the construction of ornaments (e), examination

problems in practical design ....... SO—83

Plate XIX. (a), Surface covering studied (b), examination problems in designing

surface patterns (c), final examination (questions and topics for discussion in

practical teaching ........ S4—88

D£part:mextal Exami.vattoxs :

—

(a) High school entrance examinations ------ 88

(/>) Art school examinations :

—

(1) Practical geometry .--.... 89—90

(2) Descriptive Geometry ....... 90—91

(3) Elementary perspective .-.---- 91—93

(4) Advanced perspective - - - - - - - 94 - 95

(5) Ornamental design ....... 95—96

(6) Industrial design-------- 97—98

(7) Blackboard and memory drawing ..... 98—99

(8) Building Construction .---..- 99-100

PART II.

The exercises contained in the Public School Drawing Course are here given in the form

of problems, with hints as to their construction, dictation, etc. ; also suggestive problems

based upon these exercises with a view to encourage independent work and original design :

—

XoTE.—The problems, hints and dictation must be read in connection with the en-

graved copies in the respective Drawing Books :

PAOE

(o) Drawing Book I. ,
problems, hints and die ation - - - 100—107

(6) Drawing Book II.
'' " " ... 107—123

(c) Drawing Book III. " " «' ... 123—134

(d) Drawing Book IV. " " - ... 134—148

(e) Drawing Book V. " " " - - 148—154

(/) Drawing Book VI. " «' " ... 154—159
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